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The language POOL2 integrates the structuring mechanisms of object-oriented programming with facilit ies 
for parallel programming. We discuss the most important issues in the design of this language. In particular, 
we give an overview of the basic principles ot object-oriented programming, and we compare se11eral 
different ways of combining them with parallelism. The language is illustrated by a programming example. 
Then we define two kinds of formal semantics: an operational semantics based on transition systems and a 
denotational semantics, which uses the framework of complete metric spaces. These two semantic models 
are found to be equivalent, In the sense that the operational semantics of a program can be recovered from 
its denotational semantics by applying an abstraction operation. The semantic techniques are introduced by 
applying them first to a slmpllfied language. 
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1. Introduction 

The use of parallelism offers the theoretical possibility of a significant increase in the performance of 
computer systems. However, after decades of intensive study, the effective exploitation of parallelism 
is still a very difficult problem. Whereas in the area of numeric computation impressive advances have 
been achieved, symbolic applications, with their more irregular and data-dependent structure, have 
not shown much progress. The most important difficulties seem to lie in programming such complex 
applications for execution on a parallel machine. What is needed here is a programming notation that 
serves as an intermediary between human insight and intuition, on the one hand, and the parallel 
machine architecture, on the other. At the same time it should be the subject of a body of mathemati
cal knowledge, so that formal methods can supplement informal understanding in the design of pro
grams. 

In this chapter we present the parallel object-oriented language POOL2 (America, 1988a). This 
language has been designed for programming symbolic applications such that they can be executed on 
DOOM, a Decentralized Object-Oriented Machine (Odijk, 1987). It is, however, general enough to be 
suitable for a large class of machine a rchitectures. The starting point of the language design is the 
idea of object-oriented programming, as exemplified by Smalltalk-80 (Goldberg and Robson, 1983). 
Parallelism is integrated in this model by supplying each object with a body, an independent parallel 
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process, so that objects are now active entities instead of passive ones. More details on POOL2 are 
given in section 2. 

The rest of the chapter is devoted to a formal semantic study of POOL. Titis is a syntactically 
simplified version of POOL2, which retains all the semantic essentials. Since the techniques used are 
quite complicated, they are first illustrated, in section 3, by applying them to a language e, which is 
much simpler than POOL. First we define for this language e an operational semantics 0pr, which 
assigns to each program and initial state a set containing all the sequences of states that occur during 
a possible execution of this program from the initial state. Titis operational semantics is defined by a 
transition system (in the style of Plotkin (1981 , 1983)), which describes the possible transitions that the 
whole system can make from one configuration to another. 

Next we give a denotational semantics 6Dpr for e, which assigns to each program an element of the 
domain P of processes. This domain P is a complete metric space, defined by a domain equation. 
(The required concepts and prop~rties of complete metric spaces are summarized in the appendix to 
this chapter.) The processes in P are tree-like structures that can describe the execution of a single 
statement up to a whole system. The main point of such a denotational semantics is its compositional
i~y: the meaning of a composite construct can be determined from the semantics of its constituent 
parts. 

Then we prove that the denotational semantics is correct with respect to the operational semantics, 
or in other words, that the two kinds of semantics are ess~ntially equivalent. We do this by defining 
an abstraction operation abstr, which maps a process p E P to a function from initial states to sets of 
sequences of states. The relationship between the operational and the denotational semantics can then 
be described by f)Pr = abstr 0 GJ)Pr· 

Finally, in section 4, we do the same for POOL. Using mainly the same techniques as in section 3, 
we define an operational semantics and a denotational semantics. Again, this denotational semantics 
is correct with respect to the operational semantics. 

2. The design of POOL2 

In this section we give an overview of the most important issues that have played a part in the design 
of the language POOL2. A more extensive discussion can be found in America (l988c). The design of 
POOL2 is based to a large extent on its predecessor POOL-T, and many of the considerations given 
in America (1987a) are still valid for POOL2. 

The structure of this section is as follows: First, in section 2.1 we give an overview of the principles 
of object-oriented progranuning as they have been incorporated into POOL2. Then section 2.2 
describes how parallelism is integrated into the language. Section 2.3 presents a programming example 
and finally section 2.4 discusses some additional issues. 

2.1 Object-oriented programming 

In the object-oriented programming style a system is described as a collection of objects. An object is 
Best defined as an integrated unit of data and procedures acting on these data. One can think of it as 
a box that stores some data and has the possibility of acting on these data. The data in an object are 
stored in variables. The contents of a variable can be changed by executing an assignment statement. 

A very important principle is that one object's variables are not accessible to other objects: they are 
strictly private. In other words, the box has a thick wall around it, which separates the inside from the 
outside. The only way in which objects can interact is by sending messages to each other. Such a 
message is in fact a request from the sender for the receiver to execute a procedure. In POOL these 
procedures, which are executed in response to messages, are called methods. The receiver decides 
whether and when it executes such a method, and in some cases it even depends on the receiver which 
method is executed (see section 2.4). In general, the sender of the message can include some 
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parameters to be passed to the method and the method can return a result, which is passed back to 
the receiver (see Figure I). In this way objects can co-operate and communicate. It is important to 
note that trus interaction between objects can onJy occur according to this precisely determined mes
sage interface. Thus every object has the possibility and the responsibility of maintaining its own 
local data in a consistent state. 

Sender 

( vl J 
v2 

( v3 J 

Parameters 

Result 

Receiver 

( varl J 
( var2 J 

vl := v2 m2 (v3) ANSWER (ml, m2) 

Figure l : Sending a message 

Objects are entities of a dynamic nature. At any point in the execution of a program a new object 
can be created, so that an arbitrarily large number of objects can come into existence. (Objects are 
never destroyed explicitly. However, they can be removed by garbage collection if it is certain that 
this will not influence the correct execution of the program.) In order to describe such systems with 
many objects, the objects are grouped into classes. All the elements (the instances) of a class have the 
same names and types for their variables (although each object has its own set of variables) and they 
all execute the same code for their methods. In this way, a class can serve as a blueprint for the crea
tion of its instances. 

Several object-oriented programming languages use different mechanisms to describe object crea
tion. In general it is agreed that creating new objects is not a natural task for the existing instances of 
the same class (where would the first instance come from?) but rather for the class itself. In 
Smalltalk-80 (Goldberg and Robson, 1983) classes are considered to be objects themselves: they can 
also be created and changed dynamically. Therefore it is natural to describe object creation in class 
methods: a new object can be created by sending an appropriate message to the class. In POOL2 it is 
not natural to consider classes as objects, because we do not want them to be created or to change 
during program execution. Therefore in POOL2 the creation of new objects is done by routines, a 
kind of procedure different from methods. Routines are not associated with certain objects and they 
do not have direct access to any object's variables. Instead, a routine is associated with a class, and it 
can be executed by any object that knows it. By encapsulating the creation of new objects in routines 
it can be ensured that such a new object is properly initialized before it is used. 

Let us now briefly discuss the nature of the data that are stored and manipulated in the objects. In 
general, a variable contains a reference to some object. Also in parameters and results of methods, 
references are transferred. Some languages, like C+ + (Stroustrup, 1986) and Eiffel (Meyer, 1988), 
also have other built-in data types, like integers and characters, that can be manipulated by the 
objects. These languages are sometimes called hybrid object-oriented. In contrast, in pure object-
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oriented languages, like Smalltalk-80 and POOL2, every data item is represented by (a reference to) 
an object. In these languages, even very simple items such as integers are conceptually modelled as 
objects. For example, the addition 3 +4 is performed by sending to object 3 a message mentioning the 
method add and having (a reference to) object 4 as a parameter (in POOL2, the expression 3+4 is 
considered as a shorter notation for the message-sending expression 3 ! add ( 4) ). In response to this 
message, object 3 somehow knows how to add itself to the parameter object and it returns the result, 
a reference to object 7, to the sender of this message. Of course, this is just a conceptual view: in an 
actual implementation some optimizations will take place so that these operations can be performed 
much more efficiently using the hardware facilities for integer addition. 

The most important contribution of object-oriented programming in the direction of better software 
development methods stems from the fact that it is a refinement of programming with abstract data 
types. It encourages the grouping together of all the information pertinent to a certain kind of entity 
and it enforces the encapsulation of this information according to an explicit interface with the out
side world. For users of a certain class, the set of available methods and routines, together with a 
description of their behaviour (including at least the types of parameters and results), is all that is 
relevant. The interior of the objects, the variables and the code of methods and routines, is completely 
inaccessible to them. 

Two important quality aspects of software are addressed by this technique. The first is adaptability: 
If a piece of software must be modified (a frequently occurring phenomenon), it is very often the case 
that many of the relevant pieces of code are inside one class definition instead of spread out over the 
whole program. Moreover, if the interface of such a class is unchanged or only extended (new 
methods are added, but the old ones retain their functionality), it is clear that the rest of the program 
will not be affected by the change. Another aspect is re-usabili~y: A class that is well designed and 
validated by testing or verification can be used repeatedly in different programs. In order to be able 
to use a class one need only to consider the external interface; the internal details are irrelevant. 

Object-oriented programming also leads to a different way of designing software. The common 
technique of top-down functional design starts from the required end-to-end functionality of a com
plete program and divides this iteratively into subfunctions until basic language primitives are 
obtained. The resulting software is not very adaptable to changing requirements, because in practice 
the changes mostly pertain exactly to this end-to-end functionality. Moreover, it is very unlikely that 
the subfunctions into which the program is divided coincide precisely with subfunctions in another 
program, which would allow re-use of software, because these subfunctions are obtained seperately in 
an ad hoe way for each program. In contrast, object-oriented design initially focuses on the basic enti
ties (objects) manipulated by the program and it grows towards the required end-to-end functionality 
in a rather bottom-up way. The resulting software is often easier to adapt to changing circumstances, 
because these basic entities are not very likely to change. Moreover, this way of designing software 
leads more often to meaningful software components that can be re-used. A more extensive discussion 
of these issues can be found in (Meyer, 1988). 

2.2 Introducing parallelism 

Despite the terminology of "message passing", most existing object-oriented languages are sequential 
in nature. This can be explained by the fact that they observe the following restrictions: 
(1) Execution starts with exactly one object being active. 
(2) Whenever an object sends a message, it does not do anything before the result of that message 

has arrived. 
(3) An object is only active when it is executing a method in response to an incoming message. 
Under these conditions we can see that at any moment there is exactly one active object, although 
very often control is transferred from one object to another. 

Now one can think of several ways of introducing parallelism to object-oriented languages. One 
possibility is to add processes as an orthogonal concept to the language. In some sense this can be 
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seen as eliminaling restriction (l). Several processes can be aclive at lhe same time, each executing an 
object-oriented program in the way described in section 2.1. These processes acl on the same collec
tion of objects; it is even possible that they are executing the same method in the same object at the 
same time. This way of dealing with parallelism has been adopted by some languages that were ini
tially meant to be purely sequential, such as Smalltalk-80. 

While this approach seems appealing theoretically, it is not so attractive in practice. The point is 
that it does not solve the problems associated with parallelism. The most important problem of paral
lel programming is dealing with non-determinism. The relative execution speed of the several processes 
in the system is unknown and can even vary from one execution of a program to another. In this way 
different program executions can lead to different results in a non-reproducible fashion. The number 
of possible executions increases very quickly with the number of processes and of places where these 
can interact. Now a certain amount of non-determinism is necessary in order to flexibly exploit the 
available hardware parallelism, but too much of it makes it almost impossible to ensure the correct
ness of a program. The main principles of reducing non-determinism are synchronization and mutual 
exclusion. Languages that have processes as orthogonal concepts need extra facilities to achieve syn
chronization and mutual exclusion . To this end, such languages provide some built-in classes (for 
example, semaphores). However, the programmer must remember to use these, and use them 
correctly. 

More promising approaches can be obtained by relaxing the other above restrictions. By omitting 
restriction (2), the sender of a message can immediately continue with its own activities without wait
ing for a result. This is called asynchronous communication. In this way the sender can execute in 
parallel with the receiver of the message. It is possible to obtain a large degree of parallelism after a 
number of messages have been sent. This scheme has been adopted most notably by the family of 
actor languages (Agha, 1986). One can say that this provides a convenient mechanism for mutual 
exclusion, because an object only processes one message at a time. However, the facilities for syn
chronization are not yet satisfactory in this model. 

Therefore POOL2 uses yet another approach, which can be characterized by relaxing restriction (3) 
above. Every object has a hod_r~ a local independent process, which is started as soon as the object is 
created and executes in parallel with all the other objects in the system. At arbitrary places in this 
body it can be indicated explicitly that the object wants to send or receive a message. In this 
approach, too, a large degree of parallelism can be obtained by creating a sufficient number of 
objects, whose bodies can execute in parallel. 

The basic communication mechanism in POOL2 is synchronous message passing. The sender exe
cutes a so-called send expression, which has the form 

destination ! method (arg1, .. ., argn) 

We see that it explicitly indicates the receiver, the method name, and a number of arguments to be 
handed over to the method. The receiver executes an answer statement, which is of the following 
form: 

ANSWER (method1 , .. . , methodn) 

This indicates that exactly one message should be answered, where the method name should be 
among the ones in the list. Now the actual communication takes place in the form of a rendezvous: 
the sender and the receiver synchronize (the one that is first willing to communicate waits until the 
other is ready), and the parameters are passed to the receiver's method, which is then executed. As 
soon as the method returns a result, this result is passed back to the sender of the message. Now the 
rendezvous ends and both objects continue independently with their computation. Returning the 
result is not necessarily done at the end of the method: it is possible that the method still continues 
after the end of the rendezvous. In any case, the answer statement terminates when the method invo
cation has ended. 

POOL2 also offers an asynchronous communication mechanism. In this case, no result is returned, 
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and the sender continues immediately after having sent the message on its way to the receiver. This 

mechanism is considered as being derived from the synchronous one: its meaning can be described 

exactly by creating for each asynchronous message a buffer object to which the message is first sent 

synchronously and which then passes the message to the end destination. again synchronously. 

Together the mechanisms available in POOL2 for dealing with parallelism offer a great deal of 

flexibility in programming while allowing the construction of very reliable programs. In fact very few 

classes tend to have an elaborate body: only objects that actively pursue a certain task and objects 

that wish to impose an explicit ordering on the messages they receive need such a body. The rest of 

the objects use the default body, which answers all incoming messages in sequence. Even for these 

objects a significant amount of parallelism can be obtained by letting the methods return their results 

as soon as possible. In this way the safety of synchronous message passing is retained. Asynchronous 

communication is mainly used where it is necessary to avoid deadlock. By the encapsulation of data 

and the associated operations in an object that is strictly sequential internally, mutual exclusion in 

accessing these data is automatically guaranteed and destructive interference of processes acting on 

the same data is seldom a problem in POOL2 programming. 

2.3 A programming example 

We will now illustrate the above principles by a brief example. This also gives us the opportunity of 

introducing a few additional language constructs. In our example we implement a parallel version of a 

priority queue that can store integers. These integers can be input in an arbitrary order: when they 

are retrieved from the queue the largest one is always output first. We first give a specification unit, in 

which the class PO and its interface with the outside world is described. Such a specification unit 

gives all the information that is needed to use a class or collection of classes. 

SPEC UNIT Prio Queue 

CLASS PO 
%% Instances of this class are priority queues that store integers. 

ROUTINE new () : PO 
%% Creates and returns a new, empty priority queue . 

METHOD put (n : lnt) : PO 
%% Stores the integer n in the queue; returns SELF. 

METHOD get () : lnt 
%% Deletes the largest integer from the queue and returns it. 
%% This method will not be answered if the queue is empty. 

END PO 

This means that we have a class PO with a routine new to create fresh priority queues and methods 

put and get to insert and retrieve integers. (The method put does not yield a meaningful result to 

return but, being a synchronous method, it should return some result. In this situation we have the 

convention that the method returns a reference to the receiver itself.) Therefore we can create a new 

instance of the class PO by a statement such as 

q := PO.new() , 

we can insert a new element by 

q ! put (i) , 



and we can extract an element by 

j := q ! get (). 
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Let us now consider the corresponding implementation unit, which gives the actual implementation 
details of the class PO: 

IMPL UNIT Prio Queue 

CLASS PO 
%% Instances of this class are priority queues that store integers. 

%% The routine new, which creates and returns an empty priority queue, 
%% is defined automatically. An explicit definition is not necessary. 

%% the largest element in the queue VAR max : lnt 
rest : PO %% a PO that stores all the other elements 
%% Both variables are automatically initial ized to NIL. 

%% Invariant: max -= NIL < =-> queue is empty 
%% max-== NIL==> rest-- = NIL 

METHOD put (n : lnt) : PO 
%% Stores the integer n in the queue; returns SELF. 
BEGIN 

RESULT SELF; %% end of rendezvous: sender can continue 
IF max == NIL 
THEN max := n; 

IF rest == NIL THEN rest := PO.new() FI 
ELSIF max >= n 
THEN rest ! put (n) 
ELSE rest ! put (max) ; 

max := n 
FI 

END put 

METHOD get () : lnt 
%% Deletes the largest integer from the queue and returns it. 
%% This method will not be answered if the queue is empty . 
BEGIN %% We know that max-=- NIL, so rest-~=- NIL 

RESULT max; %% end of rendezvous: sender can continue 
max := rest ! get largest or NIL() 

END get - - -
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METHOD get largest or NIL () : lnt 
%% Returns NIL if the queue is empty. Otherwise it deletes 
%% the largest element and returns it. 
BEGIN 

RESULT max; %% end of rendezvous: sender can continue 
IF max-== NIL 
THEN max :- rest ! get largest or NIL() 
FI - - -

END get_largest_ or_ NIL 

BODY 
DO %% forever 

IF max ==NIL 
THEN ANSWER (put, get largest or NIL) 
ELSE ANSWER (put, get,-get largest or NIL) 
FI - - -

OD 
YDOB 

END PO 

Figure 2 shows a number of instances of the class PO. We see that each instance stores, at most, 
one integer itself; for the rest of the contents it uses another instance. All the methods in this class 
return their result immediately at the beginning. In this way the sender can continue its own activities 
while the method is still processing the message. This is the source of parallelism in the current 
example: While a newly input integer is propagating throughout the whole queue, the next can 
already have been entered, and the same holds for requests for output. 

max max 

rest -+---+- rest -+---+-

1... 

(max J 
[rest J 

1 ... 

Figure 2: A priority queue containing the number 8 and twice the number 5 

The method get largest or NIL does not appear in the specification unit. Therefore it cannot be 
used by other unitS: In the- current unit we need it because the blocking behaviour of the method get 
is undesirable when we ask the rest queue for its largest element: this would block the requesting 
queue even for put messages. Instead, the method get_ largest_ or_ NIL docs not block if the queue is 
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empty but it returns the special value NIL, which is a reference to no object. (One may argue that this 
method get largest or NIL would be quite useful to put in the specification unit for external use as 
well. We have not done so in order to illustrate the possibility of hiding certain methods.) 

The body of the class PO makes sure that the method get is only answered when the queue is not 
empty . The loop is never terminated explicitly, but the object may nevertheless be discarded by a gar
bage collector as soon as no other object no longer has a reference to it. 

The example shows quite a few expressions that use operators. Most of these are in fact shorthand 
notations for send expressions. For example, the expression max > = n is another form of writing 
max ! greater or equal (n). The operator -= is an exception, in the sense that it represents a rou
tine call instead Of a send expression. For example, the expression max = - NIL is equivalent to lnt.id 
(max, NIL). In POOL2, every class automatically gets such a routine id. Without sending a message, 
it checks whether its two arguments refer to the same object (or both refer to no object, NIL). 

The unit Prio Queue shown above can be used for different purposes. For example, it can sort a 
sequence of integers, as shown in the following unit: 

IMPL UN IT Sorting 

USE File 10, Prio Queue - -

GLOBAL root := Sorter .new() 

CLASS Sorter 
%% An instance of th is c lass wi ll read integers from the standard input 
%% file until a negat ive one is encountered . Then it will print the 
%% nonnegative ones in descending order. 

VAR pq := PO.new () 
n : lnt := standard in ! read _lnt () 

BODY 
WH ILE n > = 0 
DO pq ! put (n); 

n := standard _in ! read _lnt () 
OD; 
DO %% until deadlock 

standard out ! write lnt (pq ! get (), 0) ! new line () 
OD - - -

YDOB 
END Sorter 

We also see how the execution of a POOL2 program is initiated: The global name root is declared, 
and in order to initialize it, a new element of the class Sorter is created. (In principle, any object in 
the system can now refer to this Sorter object under the name root.) This Sorter object then creates 
other objects, in this case a priority queue, and sets the whole system running. The program ends in a 
deadlock, where the Sorter object tries to get an integer from an empty queue. This is quite a normal 
way of termination for a POOL program (it is detected by the run-time system and all the objects are 
removed). It could be avoided by also inserting the last, negative integer into the queue and terminat
ing when it emerges. Note that this program can, in principle, sort a sequence of integers in linear 
time, while a sequential program would always need 0 (NlogN) time for this task. 

Another possibility of using the unit Prio _Queue would be to share such a priority queue among 
several other objects. It could serve as a repository between a number of producers and a number of 
consumers of information, such that a consumer asking for new input always gets the item with the 
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highest priority. (Note that items with equal priority are handled in a first-in first-out way, which is 

not interesting for integers but can be important for generalizations.) The message interface of such a 

PO object ensures that requests from consumers and producers are processed in sequence (mutual 

exclusion is guaranteed) and that consumers are automatically blocked until more input for them is 
available. 

2.4 Typing and inheritance 

As can be seen from the above example, POOL2 is a strongly typed language: Every variable, param

eter and result has a type associated with it, indicating the class of the object it represents. First, this 

allows the compiler to check, for example, whether the destination object of a message indeed has the 

indicated method, so that a certain class of programming errors can be detected even before the pro

gram is run. In addition, this typing information constitutes an important kind of documentation of 

the program, which is now automatically included. 
In some cases the strong typing rules might decrease the flexibility of the programmer to construct 

widely usable classes. More advanced typing schemes are then needed. For example, POOL2 offers 
the possibility of defining generic classes, where some of the types used in the definition are parame
ters which need only be filled in when the class is actually used. Operations on such types can also be 
passed as parameters, because in POOL2 routines are considered as objects, so that they can be 

stored in variables and passed as arguments or results of methods and routines. 
In connection with typing there is the concept of inheritance, which plays an important role in 

many object-oriented languages. Its basic principle is that in defining a new class it is often con
venient to take over all the variables and methods of an existing class and only add or redefine a few 
of them. The new class is then said to inherit these variables and methods from the old one. The 

advantage of this mechanism is the possibility of code sharing: duplication of code is avoided and 

both the programmer and the implementation can profit from this. 
In many cases, the new class is intended to be a specialized version of the old one, in the sense that 

an instance of the new class can be used whenever an instance of the old one is expected. Therefore 

the new class is often called a subclass of the old one. In typed object-oriented languages this is often 

reflected by considering the type associated with this new class as a subtype of the old one, which 
means that, for example, an expression of the new type may be assigned to a variable of the old one. 

There are, however, problems with this connection between inheritance and subtyping (America 

(1987b)}. The most important point is that by just taking over the variables and methods of an exist

ing class, even if redefinition is not allowed, it is not automatically the case that the new class is really 

a specialized version, nor is this the only way in which specialization in behaviour can be obtained. 

Whereas code sharing is a fairly straightforward mechanism, subtyping should be based on a 
thorough semantic understanding of the behaviour of objects. In POOL2 the decision has been made 
not to include inheritance or subtyping until a satisfactory body of fundamental . knowledge of these 
issues has been obtained. 

3. Semantic investigation of a simple language 

In this section we investigate the semantics of a language e, which, on the one hand, is simple enough 

to give a formal treatment of its semantics in full detail and, on the other, has enough in common 

with POOL to be of relevance for the study of the latter's semantics. 
After having introduced the language e and briefly explained its informal semantics, we shall define 

an operational and a denotational semantics for e. Next we shall prove that the operational semantics 
equals the (functional) composition of the denotational semantics with a so-called abstraction opera
tion. From this, the semantic correctness (a notion we shall shortly introduce formally) of the denota

tional semantics with respect to the operational semantics follows. 
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A semantics for a programming language e is a mapping ')Jl: E-7D, where D is some mathematical 
domain (a set, a complete partial ordering, a complete metric space), which we call the semantic 
universe of ~ Sometimes <!)Jl. is called a model for t . Traditionally, two main types of semantics are 
distinguished : operational and denotational. Without wishing to become involved in a discussion of the 
precise definitions, we state that the main characteristic of the former is that its definition is based on 
a transition system, or abstract machine, in the style of Hennessy and Plotkin (1979) and Plotkin (1981, 
1983). A d~notational semantics is characterized by the fact that it is defined in a compositional 
manner: the denotational semantics of a composite statement is given in terms of the denotational 
semantics of its components. (As a second distinctive property one often considers the way in which 
recursion is treated. The usual view is that an operational semantics treats recursion by means of so
called syntactic environments (or body replacement), whereas a denotational semantics uses semantic 
environments, in combination with some fixed-point argument.) 

Now consider an operational semantics ~l:e-D and a denotational semantics 6D: e-D'. Ideally, one 
would wish both models to coincide; then 6D could be regarded as a compositional reformulation of 0. 
Often, however, this is not the case. The requirement for 6D to be compositional in general implies 
that it must distinguish more statements than 0 does. (Therefore, its semantic universe D' is often 
more involved than the semantic universe D of 0.) A natural question is whether such a denotational 
semantics 6D distinguishes at least the same statements as (9; in other words, whether for all statements 
sand t: if e[s]::;C:El[t) then 6D[s]::;C:GD[t]. In that case, we call 6D correct with respect to e. If we define 
for a semantics ~ll: t-7D" an equivalence relation = .::i1t by 

s - ,11t l - <'.)Jl[s ] =~t] , 

for alls, t El:, then the correctness of 6j) with respect to l9 can be expressed formally by the condition 

One way to prove the correctness of 6D is to introduce a so-called abstraction operator a:D' -D, 
which relates the denotational semantic universe with the operational one. If one can prove that 

0 = a 0 ® 

then a precise relationship between (9 and 6D has been established, which moreover implies the correct
ness of 6D with respect to '9. 

As a mathematical framework for our semantic descriptions we have chosen complete metric :,paces. 
(For the basic definitions of metric topology see Dugundji ( 1966) or Engelking ( 1977) and the appen
dix to this chapter.) In this we follow and generalize De Bakker and Zucker (1982). (For other appli
cations of this type of semantic framework see De Bakker et al (1986).) We follow Kok and Rutten 
(1988) in using contractions on complete metric spaces as our main mathematical tool, exploring the 
fact that contractions have unique fixed points (Banach's theorem). We shall define both operators on 
our semantic universes and the semantic models themselves as fixed points of suitably defined con
tractions. In this way, we are able to use a general method for proving semantic correctness. Sup
pose we have defined 0 as the fixed point of a contraction 

cl> : (1:- D)- (E-D). 

If we next show that also a oGj) is a fixed point of cl> then Banach's theorem implies that l9= a oGj). 
It will be precisely the scheme outlined above that we shall apply to the language e, which we intro

duce next. First some notation: Throughout this chapter we shall write (x,y E ) X when a set X is 
introduced that has x and y as typical elements. For the definition of e, we need the following sets: a 
set of variables (x,y E ) Var; a set of expressions (e E ) Exp, which here will have no internal structure 
(as opposed to the expressions in POOL); a set (m E)MName of method names; and a set (a,{3 E)SLa
bel of statement labels (which will also be called object names). The definition of e consists of three 
parts. First, we introduce the set of statements es, next the set of labelled statements eLS• and finally 
the set of programs Ep,. 
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Definition 3.1 (es. eLS• e:Pr) 
We defined the set (s,t E) Es of statements by 

s:: = x: = el a!ml answer I s 1;s 21 s 1 + s 21 release(a,s) 

As a special element, the set Es contains the empty statement E, which stands for termination. The 

set ((a,s) E)ELs of labelled statements is given by 

ELs = SLabel X Es. 

Finally, we introduce the set ((X,c5) E) Ep, of programs: 

ep, = '3'fin(ELS)XDecl, 

where Deel is the set of declarations, defined below. If a set X E<3> fin(eLs) contains only pairs with E 

as a statement then we call it final: 

fina/(X) ~ 'r:Ja'r:Js [(a,s) EX ~ s = EJ. 

Definition 3.2 (Declarations) 
The set (c5 E) Deel of declarations is given by 

for n ;;a. O. If c5 = < · · · ,m~s. ··· > we sometimes write c5(m) = s. 

A program is a pair (X,c5): X is a finite set of labelled statements, which are executed in parallel 

and can communicate with each other by sending messages; c5 is a declaration, giving for each method 

name a corresponding statement. A labelled statement (a,s) consists of a label a and a statements. 

Facilitating an understandable explanation of e and its semantics, and following the object-oriented 

terminology that we use in the description of POOL, we shall say that the object a executes the state

ments. This statements is the part of the body (the statement with which a starts at the beginning of 

the program) of the object a that still has to be executed. When describing the communication in e, 
this convention is found to be particularly useful. 

A statement can be an assignment x: = e, the execution of which is considered to be atomic; that 

is, both the evaluation of the expression e and the assignment of the result to the variable x take place 

in one step. 
There are two statements for communication: a send statement a!m and an answer statement 

answer. The form of communication we have here is a simplified version of the POOL rendezvous. A 

send statement specifies an address to which the message is sent together with the name of the 

method that should be executed, but no parameters. An answer statement does not specify a method 

name; it indicates that any method can be executed. Successful communication results in the suspen

sion of the sender until the receiver has executed the requested method. Then both the sender and the 

receiver continue with their own bodies. Note that we do not have value passing here: The execution 

of a method consists of the execution of the corresponding statement, given by a declaration; no 

result is sent back to the sender. 
Next we have the sequential compositions 1 ;s2 of two statements with its usual interpretation, and 

the non-deterministic choice s 1 + s 2 between two statements, also called global non-determinism. The 

execution of s 1 + s2 consists of the execution of either s 1 or s 2; since both s 1 and s2 can begin with a 

communication statement this choice may be influenced by the environment, that is, by other labelled 

statements present in the same program. 
Finally, there is the release statement release(a,s), which is added only to enable an elegant 

description of the operational semantics of communication. When it is executed, the object a is put 

to work again and resumes execution with s. Its use will become clear below. 
Obviously, there are many differences between POOL and e, which is much simpler than POOL. 
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However, for the semantic description of in particular the communication in f, we need almost all 
technical tools tha t we shall use for the semantics of the full language POOL itself. This fact 
motivates our choice of e as a starting point for the semantic study of POOL. (There is one aspect of 
the methods used in this section that is not really necessary here: since the number of objects for a 
given program is always finite, and since we do not have a construct for recursion, we are not able to 
model infinite behavior. Therefore, we could use sets and structural induction rather than complete 
metric spaces and contractions. We introduce these notions here because we need them in the next 
section (since in POOL one can model infinite behavior).) 

3.1 Operational semantics for e 

We assume given a set of states (o E)~. defined by 

~ = Var ~val, 

where Val is some set of values. We shall use o{vlx} to denote the state that is like a but for its 
value in x , which is v. For the evaluation of expressions, we stipulate an interpretation function 

&: Exp~~~Val. 

The operational semantics of e will be based on the labelled transition system < Conf, A,~> 
defined below. It consists of a set Conf of configurations, a set A of transition labels, and a transition 
relation ~. The transition relation specifies transitions between configurations: 

~ ~ Conf X AXConf 

The label of such a transition gives some information on the kind of step that is is modelled (e.g., a 
computation step or a communication one). Using a transition system, we can model each of the pos
sible executions of a program as a sequence of transitions, starting in some initial configuration. The 
transition system is defined as follows. 

Definition 3.3 (Transition system) 
Let 8 EDecl be fixed. We define a labelled trans1uon system < Conf, A,~>, where the sets 
(<X,o >E)Conjof configurations and (;\ E)A of transition labels are given by 

Conf = 0'.fin(eLS) X ~, 

A = {T} U {(a, /3!m) : a,/3 E SLabel, m EMName} U {a?: a ESLabel} . 

The label T will be used to denote a computation step; (a, /3!m) and a? will denote send and answer 
steps. We define ~ as the smallest relation satisfying the following axioms and rules : 

Axioms 

(A l) <{(a,x:=e)}, a> ~ < {(a,£)}, o{lfi[e](o)/x}> 

(A2) <{(a,,B!m)}, a> (ex. {J!m» <{(a,£)}, o> 

(A3) <{(a, answer)}, o> ~<{(a,£)}, o> 

Rules 

(Rl) If < {(a,s )}, o> -4 < {(a,s')}, o'> 

then < {(a,s ;t)}, o> -4 < {(a,s';t)}, a'> 

(read t instead of s' ;t if s' = E) 
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< {(a,s + t)}, a> --4 <{(a,s')}, a'> 

<{(a,t + s)}, a> --4 <{(a,s')}, a'> 

(R2) If <{(ft,t), (a,s)}, a> --4 <X, a'> 

then <{(ft, release(a,s);t)}, a> --4 <X, a'> 

(R3) If < X, a> --4 < X', a'> 

then < X U Y, a> --4 < X' U Y, a' > 

(R4) If < X, a> {a,f3!m)) < {(a,s)} UX', a> and 

< Y, a> -11.4 < {(.8,t)} U Y', a> 

then < X U Y, a> ~ < {(ft, c5(m); release(a,s); t)} U X' U Y', a> 

(Note that the fixed declaration c5 occurs only in rule R4.) 

The label (a,/3!m) used in axiom A2 indicates that the object a sends a message to object {3, 

requesting the execution of method m. In A3, the label a? indicates that object a is willing to answer 

any message. 
The interpretation of RI is straightforward. In R2, it is expressed that the execution of release(a,s) 

amounts to the extension of the current set of labelled statements with (a,s). Labelled statements are 

executed in an interleaved way, according to R3: A set of labelled statements is evaluated by repeat

edly performing a step of one of its elements. 
In rule R4, communication is described. If object a is sending a message to object {3, requesting the 

execution of method m, and if object fJ is willing to answer a message, then the following happens. 

Object /3 starts executing the statement c5(m), which corresponds to the definition of method m 

according to the declaration c5. Next, the statement release(a,s) is executed, reactivating object a, 

which will continue with s, the remainder of its body. Finally, object /3 proceeds with t, the 

remainder of its own body. Note that during the execution of method m, that is, the statement c5(m), 

object a is non-active, as can be seen from the fact that a does not occur as the name of any labelled 

statement in the configuration resulting from this transition. 
Now we are almost ready to define the operational semantics for e. First, we introduce its semantic 

universe. 

Definition 3.4 (Semantic universe P) 
Let (w E)~a = ~· u ~· ·{o} u ~w . We put 

(p,q E) P = ~-+'?P(~f ). 

where 0>(~ 3° ) denotes the set of all subsets of ~ 3° , and the sypibol a denotes deadlock. 

The elements of P will be used to represent the operational meanings of statements and units. For 

a given state a E~, the set p(a) contains streams w E~a, which are sequences of states representing 

possible computations. They can be of one of three forms: If w E~·, it stands for a finite normally 

terminating computation. If w E~"' . it represents an infinite computation. Finally, if w Er ·{o} , it 

reflects a finite abnormally terminating computation, which is indicated by the symbol a for deadlock. 

Definition 3.5 (Operational semantics for t') 
We define 

0p, :Prog-+P 

as follows. Let (X,8) EProg and a E ~. For a word w e ~a"' we put 



w e:f.lp,[(X, B)](o) 

if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
( I) w = o0 · · · on (n ;;;;.O) and there exist X 0 , • • • ,X,, such that <X0,o0 > = <X,o> and 

< Xo,oo > ~ < X1to1 > ~ · · · ~ <Xmon> and final(Xn) 

(2) w = o0o1 · · · and there exist X 0,X1t . . . such that <X0,o0 > = <X,o> and 

<Xo,oo>-!.) <X1to1>-!.) <X2,02 > -!.) · · · 

(3) w = o0 • • · on ·a (n ;;;i.Q) and there exist X 0, ..• , Xn such that < X 0 , o0 > = < X, a> and 

< Xo,oo>-!.) < X1to1 > -!.) · · · ~ < Xmon> 

with ...., final(Xn) and ....,<Xn,on> ~ . 
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Here ....,< Xmon > ~is an abbreviation for ....,3<X',o'> [<Xmon> ~ <X',o'>]. (Note that in 
the transition sequences above we consider only computation steps that are labelled by T.) 

Case (1) represents a normally terminating computation and case (2) stands for an infinite compu
tation. In case (3), a deadlocking computation is described: If after a number of computation steps a 
configuration < Xn ,on > is reached which is not final and from which no computation steps are possi
ble, this implies that from there only single-sided communication steps are possible, for which there is 
no matching communication partner present. This we consider as a case of deadlock, which is indi
cated by a. 

Anticipating the definition of a denotational semantics for e and the proof of its correctness with 
respect to f!p,, we next give a fixed-point characterization of f!p, . As indicated at the beginning of this 
section, this will happen in the context of complete metric spaces. Therefore, we first turn P into a 
complete metric space. 

Definition 3.6 (Pas a complete metric space) 
We redefine the semantic universe P by putting 

p = ~-g>ncon1pu<1 (~g'), 

where '!Pn,.ompa< t (~a°) is the set of all non-empty and compact subsets of ~a. This set is a complete 
metric space when supplied with the so-called Hausdorff metric, induced by· the usual metric on ~a 
(see Example A. I.I and Definition A.6(d) of the appendix to this chapter). The metric on P is then 
defined according to Definition A.6(a). 

Definition 3.7 (<I>) 
We define a function 

<l> : (Prog-P).--~(Prog-P). 

Let FeProg - P, (X,8) e Prog, and O E L . We put 

<l>(F)((X,8))(0) = {~~}} 
LJ { o'· F((X',8))(01

) : 

if fina/(X) 
if -.<X,o> ~ /\ ...., final(X) 
<X,o> -!.) < X',a'>} otherwise 

It is straightforward to prove that <I> is contracting and thus has a unique fixed point. In fact, this 
fixed point is f!p, : 

Theorem 3.8: <l>(tlp,) = ePr 



.-_-,,::: ::- · -
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Proof 
The proof consists of two parts. First, we show that for every program (X,8) we have that 0p,[(X,ll)] 

is in P, that is, for every state o the set 0p,[(X,8)](o) is compact. Second, we prove that <l>(ep,) =0p,. 

So let (X,c5)E Prog and oEl:. Let (w;); be a sequence of words in l9p,[(X,8)](o) (-;;;;l:f), say, 

W; = o}oto7 · · · 

We show that (w;); has a converging subsequence with its limit in 0p,[(X,ll)](o). Assume for simpli
city that all words w; are infinite. Since w; Eep,((X,8)](o) for every i, there exist infinite transition 

sequences such that 

<X,o>-+<XJ,oJ>-+<Xt,ot>-+ · · · 

(omitting the labels T). From the definition of -+ it follows that the set 

{ <X',o'>: <X,o>-+<X',o'>} 

is finite. Thus there exists a pair <Xi.o1 > such that for infinitely many i's: 

< XJ,o} > = <Xi.o1>. 

Let f 1: 1\1-+l\I be a monotonic function with, for all i, 

<X}<il· o}(il> = <Xi.o1 >. 

Next we proceed with the subsequence (wf,(i}); of (w;); and repeat the above argument, now with 

respect to the set 

{ <X',o'>: <X "o1 >-+<X',o'> }. 

Continuing in this way we find a sequence of monotonic functions ifdk, defining a sequence of subse
quences of (w;);, and a sequence of configurations ( <Xk,ok > )k such that 

"Vk 'VJ "Vi~k ( OJ,(j) = O;) 

and 

<X,o>-+<X1to1>-+<X2,02>-+ · · · 

and moreover such that the sequence (w.r. , ,ci)); is a subsequence of the sequence of (w.r.ci));. Now we 

define 

g(i) = /;(i). 

Then we have 

Thus we have constructed a converging subsequence of (w;); with its limit in l9p,[(X,8)](o). (In case 

not all w; are infinite a similar argument can be given.) 
Second, we show that <1>(0p,) =tlp,. Let (X,8)EProg with -,final(X), let o El: and let w El:f. If 

w = a then 

w e <l>{tlp,)((X, ll))(o) - w El9p,[(X, c5))(o). 

Now suppose w:Fa. We have 

w Etlp,[(X, c5)](o) - 3o' El: 3X' e0' ftn(LStat) 3w' e l:SC 

[ <X,o>-+<X',o'> /\ w=o'·w' /\ w'e0p,[(X',c5)](o)] 

- [definition <I>] 
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w E «il> ((9p, )((X, c'l))(o). 

So we see: (9p, = Cl>((9p,). (End of proof.) 

3.2 Denotational semantics for e 

The domain that we shall take as the semantic universe of our denotational model is defined by a 
reflexive domain equation. In De Bakker and Zucker (1982) solving these equations in a metric setting 
was first described. Then, in America and Rutten (1988), this approach was generalized in order to 
deal with equations in which P occurs at the left-hand side of a function space constructor, as in 
P-P-7P; this case that was not covered by De Bakker and Zucker. For a quick overview of the 
main results of America and Rutten (1988), the reader may wish to read section 2 of America et al 
(l986b). 

Further, our model is based on the use of continuations. For an extensive introduction to continua
tions and expression continuations, which we shall also use, we refer to Gordon (1979); see also De 
Bruin (1986). 

We start with the definition of a domain P, the elements of which we shall call processes from now 
on. Such a process represents the whole or a part of the execution of a program. 

Definition ~9 (Semantic process domain P) 
Let (p,q E )P be a complete ultra-metric space satisfying the following reflexive domain equation: 

P - {po} U id !-', ('~-7':Ycompuc1(Stepp)), 

where (w,p e )Step-p is 

Step; = Comp p U S end;; U A nswer; , 

with 

Comp; = "2. XP, 

Send; = S Labe/ X M N ame X P X P, 

Answer; = S Labe/ X (MNam e -7P-7 1P). 

(The sets {p 0 }, "2., SLabel, and MName become complete ultra-metric sp~es ~ supplying them with 
the discrete metric (sec Example A. I. I _9f the appendix to this chapter); P -7 1 P denotes the set of all 
non-expansive functions (A.3.(c)) from P to itself.) 

America and Rutten (1 988) describe how to fi nd for such an equation a solution, which is unique 
up to isomorphy. Let us try to explain intuitively the intended interpretation of the domain P. First, 
we observe that in the equation above the operation id !-'! is necessary only to guarantee that the equa
tion is solvable by defining a contracting functor on e, the category of complete metric spaces. For a, 
say, more opera~onal understanding of the equation this is not important. 

A process p E P is either p 0 or a function from "2. to 'H',·ompaci(Step; ), the set of all compact subsets of 
Step;. The process p 0 is the terminated process. For p=l=p 0 , the process p has the choice, depending 
on the current state a, among the steps in the set p (a). If p(a) = 0 , then no further action is possible, 
which is interpreted as abnormal termination (deadlock). For p(a)=I= 0 , each step wEp(o) consists of 
some action (for instance, a change of the state a or an attempt at communication) and a resumption 
of this action, that is, the remaining actions to be taken after this action. There are three different 
types of steps 'Tl' E Step;. 

First, a step may be an element of "2. X P, say 

w = < a',p'>. 

- _ ::-_- -'.:: - -;; : - ~ . 
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The only action is a change of state: a' is the new state. Here the process p' is the resumption, indi

cating the remaining actions process p can do. (When p'=p 0 no steps can be taken after this step 'TT.) 
Second, '1T might be a send step, 'TT E Send;. In this case we have, say 

'TT = < a,m,p 1,pi > . 

with a ES Label, m EMName, and p 1, p 2 EP. The action involved here consists of an attempt at com
munication, in which a message is sent to the object a, specifying the method m. This is the interpre
tation of the first two components a and m. The third component p 1, called the dependent resump

tion of this send step, indicates the steps that will be taken when the sender becomes active again, 

that is, after the execution of the method. The last component pi. called the independent resumption 
of this send step, represents the steps to be taken after this send step that need not wait for the result 

of the method execution. In general, this process P i is the result of the parallel composition of this 

send step with some other process (see Definition 3.10 below). 
Finally, '1T might be an element of Answer;, say 

'TT = < a,g > 

with a ESLabel, and g E(MName-+P -+1 P ). It is then called an answer step. The first component of '1T 

expresses that object a is willing to accept a message. The last component g, the resumption of this 
answer step, specifies what should happen when an appropriate message actually arrives. The func
tion g is then applied to the method name specified in this message and to the dependent resumption 
of the sender (specified in its corresponding send step). It then delivers a process which is the 
resumption of the sender and the receiver together, which is to be composed in parallel with the 

independent resumption of the send step. 
We now define a semantic operator for the parallel composition (or merge) of two processes, for 

which we shall use the symbol II . It is auxiliary in the sense that it does not correspond to a syntactic 

operator in the language e. 

Definiti~n ~10 _(Parallel composition) 
Let II : P X P -+P be such that it satisfies the following equation: 

p llq = "A.a· ((p(a)llq) U (q(o)llp) U (p(o)l 0 q(o))), 

for allp,q EP \ {p 0 }, and such that p 0 11 q = q llp 0 =p 0 • Here, X ILq and X l0 Yare defined by: 

XI q = {'1T ll q: 'TT EX}, 

X l 0 Y = LJ {'1T i 0 p: 'TT EX, p E Y}, 

where 'IT ll q is given by 
A 

< o',p'> ll q = < o',p' llq > , 
A 

< a,m,p i.p i> llq = < a,m,pi.p2 ll q >, and 

< a,g > ll q = <a,>.m·>p·(g(m)(p) ll q)> , 

and 'ITla P by 

{

{< a, g(m)(p 1) 11p 2 > } if'TT= < a,m,pi.pi > and p= < a,g > 

'1Tl aP = orp= < a,m,p1 .p i> and'TT = < a,g > 

0 otherwise. 

We observe that this definition is self-referential, since the merge operator occurs at the right-hand 

side of the definition. For a formal justification of this definition see the appendix of America et al 

(1986b), where a similar merge operator is given as the unique fixed point of a contraction on 



PxP- 1P. 
Since we intend to model parallel composition by interleaving, the merge of two processes p and q 

consists of three par ts. The first part contains all possible first steps of p followed by the parallel com
position of their respective resumptions with q. The second part similarly contains the first steps of q. 
The last part contains the communication steps that result from two matchingAcommunication steps 
taken simultaneously by processes p and q. For 'TT' EStep-p the definition of 'TT' ll q is straightforward. 
The definition of 'TT' laP is more involved. It is the empty set if 'TT' and p do not match. Now suppose 
they do match, say 7T = < a,m,p i.p 1 > and p= < a,g > . Then 7T is a send step, denoting a request to 
object a to execute method m, and p is an answer step, denoting that object a is willing to accept a 
message. In 'TT' I 0 p, the state o remains unaltered. The function g, the second component of p, needs 
as an argument the method name m. Moreover, g depends on the dependent resumption p 1 of the 
send step 'TT'. This explains why both m and p 1 are supplied as arguments to the function g. Now it 
can be seen that g(m)(p 1)1lp 2 represents the resumption of the sender and the receiver together. (In 
order to obtain more insight into this definition it is advisable to return to it after having seen the 
definition of the semantics of an answer statement.) 

The merge operator is associative, which can easily be proved as follows. Define 

t: = supp,q.reP {dp((p ll q) ll r,p IJ(q ll r))} 

Then, using the fact that the operator II satisfies the equation above, one can show that £,.;;;;; 0.·t:, hence 
t: = O. 

Now we come to the definition of the semantics of e. First, we introduce the semantics 6Ds of state
ments; next, the semantics Gj)Pr of programs is defined. 

The semantics of statements will be given by a function 

GDs :es-SLabel --+ Decl-+Cont-+P, 

where the set of continuations Cont is given by 

Cont = P. 

Lets E!:s, a ES Label, 6 EDec/, and p EP. The semantic value of the statements is given by 

6Ds [s ](a)(lJ)(p ). 

The statement label a is of importance in case s contains some communication statement. Second, the 
semantic value of s depends on the declaration 6. Finally, the last argument for "lls is the continua
tion p : the semantic value of everything that will happen after the execution of s. The use of continua
tions enables us to describe the semantics of e compositionally and, moreover, in a concise and 
elegant way. 

Please note the difference between the notions of resumption and continuation. A resumption is a 
part of a semantic step 'TT' EStepp, indicating the remaining st_eps to be taken after the current one. A 
continuation, on the other hand, is an argument to a semantic function. It may appear as a resump
tion in the result. A good example of this is the definition of 6Ds[x: = e](a)(lJ)(p) below. 

Definition 3.11 (Denotational semantics of statements) 
We define 

6Ds : f!.s-+ SLabel -+Deel -+Cont -+1P, 
with Cont = P, as follows: 

(0) 6Ds[E](a)(6)(p) = p 

( I) 6Ds[x := e](a)(6)(p) = A.o·{< o{0[e](o)/x},p > } 

(2) 6Ds [,B!m](a)(6)(p) = A.o·{ < /3,m,p,p 0 >} 

(3) 6Ds[ answer](a)(6)(p) = A.a·{ < a, N11·A.q·6D5 [6(m)](a)(6)(p ll q) > } 

(4) 6Ds[s 1 ;s2](a)(6)(p) = 6Ds[s 1](a)(6)(6Ds[s2](a)(6)(p)) 

(5) 6Ds [s 1 +s 2](a)(6)(p) = A.o'(6Ds [s 1](a)(6)(p)(o) U 6Ds[s 2](a)(6)(p)(o)) 

(6) "lls [relea<te(/3,s )](a)(lJ)(p) = 6Ds[s ](/3){6)(po) II p 
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This definition needs some justification since it cannot be defined by a simple induction on the 

complexity of statements, as is apparent from case (3) above. We can give a formally correct 

definition as follows. If we put 

S = f:s- SLabel- Deel- Cont- 1 P 
we can define 6ils as the fixed point of a contraction 

'1': s- s 
given, for F ES, a ESLabe/,8 E Deel, and p ECont, by 

(0) i'(F)(E)(a)(8)(p) = p 
(1) i'(F)(x: = e)(a)(8)(p) = 'Ao·{ <o{to[e](o)/ x} , p >} 

(2) i'(F)(/J!m)(a)(S)(p) = 'Ao·{ </3,m,p,p 0 >} 

(3) i'(F) (answer) (a)(8)(p) = Ao·{ < a , 'Am·'Aq·F(8(m))(a)(8)(p llq) > } 

(4) i'(F)(s 1;s2)(a)(8)(p) = i'(F)(s 1)(a)(/3)(i'(F)(s2)(a)(8)(p)) 

(5) 'l'(F)(s 1 + s 2)(a)(8)(p) = Xo·(i'(F)(s 1)(a)(8)(p)(o) U '1'(F)(s 2)(a)(8)(p)(o)) 

(6) i'(F) (rele~(/3,s))(a)(S)(p) = 'l'(F)(s)(/3)(8)(po) II p. 

We give some motivation for the definition of 6Ds. In case (1), the expression e is evaluated and its 

result is at once assigned to x. 
The evaluation of a send statement, in case (2), results in a process containing a send step 

< /3,m,p,p 0 > . Here /3 refers to the object to which a message is sent, which requests the execution of 

the method m. The dependent resumption of this send step consists of the continuation p, indicating 

that the activity of object a, which is executing the send statement. is suspended until the message has 

been answered and the method has been executed. The independent resumption of this sent step is 

initialized to Po· 
The function g in the answer step in case (3) represents the execution of an arbitrary method fol

lowed by its continuation. It takes as arguments a method name m, indicating the method that will 

be executed, and a continuation q, both to be received from an object sending a message to a. The 

execution of method m consists of the execution of the statement 8(m). Next, both the continuation q 

of the sending object and the given continuation p are to be executed in parallel. This explains the 

continuation p llq in 6ils[8(m)]. 
Let us look more closely at the definition of 'ITlaP (Definition 3.10) now that we have defined the 

semantics of send and answer statements. Let 'IT = <a,m,p i.p 2> be the result of the evaluation of a 

send statement and let < a,g > stem from an answer statement. We have that 

'ITlaP = { < o, g(m)(p 1) II P 2 > }. 

The execution of the method m proceeds in parallel with . the independent resumption p 2 of the 

sender. From the definition of the semantics of an answer step it follows that 

g(m)(p 1) = 6ils[8(m)](a)(p 1 llq), 

for some continuation q. The continuation of the execution of m is given by p 1 ll q, the parallel compo

sition of continuations p 1 and q, reflecting the fact that after the rendezvous both the sender and the 

receiver of the message can proceed in parallel again. (Of course, tht: independent resumption p 2 may 

still be executing at this point.) 
Continuing with the explanation of Definition 3.11 above, we come to case (6), since the semantics 

of s 1;s 2 and s 1 + s 2 is defined straightforwardly. In the definition of the semantics of a release state

ment, the process 6ils[s](/3)(8)(p0) represents the meaning of the execution of s by object /3 with the 

empty continuation p 0 , indicating that after s nothing remains to be done. This process is put in 

parallel with p, the continuation of the release statement. 
Note that the function 6Ds is compositional, which follows from the observation that it is defined in 



a compositional manner. 
Next, we introduce the denotational semantics of programs. 

Definition 3.12 (Denotational semantics of programs) 
We define 

6Dp,: Prog-+P 

as follows. Let (X,8) E Prog, with X = {(a1ts 1), ... ,(an,sn)}. We put 

6Dp,[(X, 8)] = 6Ds[s 1 ](a1)(8)(po) ll · · · 11 6Ds[sn](an)(8)(po). 
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Given a set X of labelled statements, the value of 6Dp,[(X,8)] is obtained by first computing the 
semantics of every labelled statement (a;,s;) EX, which is given by 6D[s;](a;)(8)(p 0); here p 0 indicates 
that afters; nothing remains to be done. Next, the resulting processes are put in parallel. 

3.3 Semantic correctness of 6D Pr 

In this section we prove that 

IEJp, = abstr o 6Dp,, 

where abstr :P-+P is an abstraction operation (to be defined below), which relates the semantic 
universes of "Vp, and f!p,. To this end, we shall introduce an intermediate semantics 

g; Prog -+P, 

which will be related to both IEJ p, and 6Dp,. The equality mentioned above then follows. 
The intermediate semantics g is defined as the fixed point of a contraction r, the definition of which 

is based on the transition relation given in Definition 3.3. 

Definition 3.13 (Intermediate semantics 1) 
Let 

I': (Prog-+P)-(Prog-+P) 

be defined as follows. Let F EProg-+P and (X,8) E Prog. If final(X) we put 

f(F)((X,8)) = p 0• 

Otherwise, 

where 

with 

CF = {<a', F((X',8)) >: <X, a> ~ <X',a'> } 

SF = { < ,8,m,F(( {(a,s)}, 8)), F((X',8))>: <X,o> (a.fJ!m)) <{(a,s)} UX',o>} 

AF = { < a,g >: < X,o > ~ <{(a,s)} UX',o> }, 

g = 'Jvn-"Ap· (6Ds[8(m)](a)(p ll F(({(a,s)},8))) II F((X',8))). 

It is easy to show that r is a contraction, so we can define a function g:Prog-+P by 

g = fixed point (f). 

- -- ~----'.::-- ~;: : ~ ; 
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The function f closely rese_.!_llbles the function «I>, given in Definition 3.7. The main difference is that 

r is a contraction on Prog- P, whereas cl> is a contraction on Prog-P. 
Let (X,8) E Prog and a E~. The set g((X,8))(a) contains not only computation steps but also single

sided communication steps: Corresponding with every send transition of the form 

<X, a> (a.8!m» <{(a,s)} U X', a> , 

it contains a send step 

< {1, m, 1(({(a,s)},8)), 1((X',8))>. 

Here P and m indicate that a message specifying method m is sent to the object p. The dependent 

resumption of this step is g(({(a,s)},8)): the meaning of the statement that will be executed by a as 

soon as method m has been executed. The last component of this send step, the independent resump

tion, consists of g((X',8)), which is the meaning of all the statements executed by objects other than a . 

Thus it is reflected that these objects need not wait until the message is answered; they may proceed 

in parallel. 
Next, g((X,8))(a) can contain some answer steps. For every answer transition 

< X,o > ~ < {(a,s)} UX',o > 

the set g((X, 8))(a) includes an answer step 

< a,g > , 

with 

g = 'Am·>..p- (6Ds[8(m)J(a)(p llg(({(a,s)},8))) 11 !l((X',8))). 

This indicates that object a is willing to answer a message, while the resumption g indicates what 

should happen when an appropriate message arrives. This function g, when supplied with a method 

name m and a dependent resumption p (both to be received from the sending object), consists of the 

parallel composition of the process !f((X',8)) together with the process 

6Ds[8(m)](a)(p II g(({(a,s)},8))). 

(Note that we have used the function .>Ds here; the definition of g therefore depends on its definition.) 

The process !f((X',8)) represents the meaning of all the statements executed by objects other than 

object a : these objects may proceed in parallel with the execution of method m, the meaning of which 

is indicated by the second process. Its interpretation is the same as in the definition of 

6Ds[ answer ](a)(8)(p) in the previous section but for the fact that here the last resumption of this pro

cess consists of p ll1(({(a,s)},8)): the parallel composition of the dependent resumption of the sender 

and the meaning of the statements, with which object a will continue after it has answered the mes

sage. 
The abstraction operation abstr: P-P is given below. 

Definiti~n 3.14 (Abstraction operation abstr) 
Letp EP, <J E ~. and W E~f . 

( I) We call w a.finite stream inp(a) if there exist < aJ.p 1 > , ... , < a,,,p,, > such that 

w = a 1 · ··a., /\ < ai,p 1 > Ep(a) /\ V'l o;;;;; i<n [ < a; + 1,p; +1 > Ep;(a;)] Ap,, =p 0. 

(2) We call wan infinite stream inp(a) if there exist < a1,p 1 > , < a2,p 2 > , ... such that 

w= a1a2 • • • A < oi.p 1>Ep(a) A V'i ;;;;. I [< a;+ i.P;-.- r>Ep;(a)). 

(3) We call w a deadlocking stream in p(a) if there exist < ai.p 1 > , ... , < o,,,p,, > such that 

w = a 1 • • • a.,·o /\ < aJ.pr >Ep(a) f'. "ifl o;;;;; i < n [< a; + i.P;+1 > Ep;(a;)] /\ 



Pn=l=P o A pn(on)n (2. X P) = 0 . 

Now we define a function abstr : P-+P by abstr(p 0 )= t.o·{ £} and, for p::f=p 0 , by 

abstr(p) = A.o·{w: w is a stream inp(o)}. 
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The function abstr transforms a processp EP into a function abstr(p) EP = 2.-+0>conrpacl2.';f), which 
yields for every o E2. a set abstr(p)(o) of streams. (If one regards the processp as a tree-like structure, 
these streams can be considered the branches of p.) There are three kinds of streams: finite, infinite 
and deadlocking streams, which all correspond to a similar type of computation. A stream in p for a 
given state o is computed as follows. If p = p 0 , we have finished; we have found a finite stream. If 
p(o) n Comp-p = 0 we cannot proceed because single-sided communication is not possible. In that 
case, a symbol a is delivered, for deadlock. If p(o) does contain a computation step, say < o"p 1 > , 
the new state o 1 is taken as the first element of the stream and is passed on as an argument to the 
resumptionp 1• Next, we look for a second computation step inp 1(o 1). Continuing this way, we can 
construct all streams in p (o). 

Now we want to prove 

fJp, = abstr o g_ 

It is found to be convenient to use the fixed-point characterizations ep, = «l>(l9p,) and g = f(~ for the 
proof; moreover, we shall also use a fixed-point property for abstr, which we prove next. 

Theorem 3.15 
We define 'E. :(P-+ 1P)-+(P-+ 1P ). Let F EP-+ 1P, P EP and o E2.. We put 

'E.(F)(p 0)(o) = {£}, 

'E.(F)(p)(o) = {a}, if p(o) n Comp-p = 0 . 

(Recall that Comp-p = 2. X P.) Otherwise, we set 

'E.(F)(p)(o) = U {o'·F(p')(o'): < o',p'>Ep(o)}. 

Now we have: 

abstr = 'E.(abstr ). 

Proof 
First, we have to verify that 'E. is well defined, that is, that for every F EP -+ 1P, p EP, and o E~ the set 
:=:(F)(p){o) is compact. This is proved in Appendix II of Rutten (1988). Second, we have to show, 
similarly to the pr~of of Theorem 3.8, that 
( I) For every p EP, and o E2. : abstr(p)(o) is a compact set. · 
(2) :=:(abstr) = abstr. 
For the proof of part (1), which is not tri!ial, we refer once again to Appendix !! of Rutten (1988). 
Here we show only part (2). Consider p EP - {p 0 } and o E2. such that p(o) n (2. XP)::f= 0 . Then: 

w Eabstr(p )(o) - [definition abstrJ 

3o' E2. 3w' E2.';f 3p' EP [w = o'·w' /\ w' Eabstr(p')(o')J 

- [definition :=:] 

w E 'E.(abstr)(p )( o). 

The other cases are easy. We see: abstr = 'E.(abstr ). 

Now we are ready to prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.16: 'tlF EProg--+P [<ll(abstr 0 F) = abstr o (f(F))J 

Proof 
Let F EProg--+P, (X,8) EProg, and OE~. Suppose -,final(X). If -.<X,o> 4, then 

<ll(abstr oF)((X,8))(0) = {3} 

= abstr(f(F)((X,8)))(0) 

since f(F)((X,8))(o) n Compp = 0. If <X,o> 4 we have 

«IJ(abstr 0 F)({X,8))(0) = LJ { o'·(abstroF)((X',8))(0'): <X,o> 4 < X',o'> } 

= U {o'·(abstr(F((X',8)))(0')): < X,o> ~ < X',a' > } 

= [Theorem 3. 15, Definition 3.13] 

abstr(>..o·C F )(o) 

= abstr(>..o·( CF U SF U AF))(o) 

= abstr(f(F)((X, 8)))(0) 

= (abstr 0 f(F))({X, 8))(0). 

Since tf> and r are contractions and thus have unique fixed points, the following corollary is 

immediate. 

Coronary 3.17: 0p, = abstr 0 g 

Finally, we shall show that 61J p, and 9 are equal. This follows from the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.18: f('1Jp,) = 6Dp, 

Proof 
We prove: For every (X, 8) EProg 

f(6Dp,)((X,8)) = 6Dp,[(X,8)]. 

using induction on the number of elements in X. 

Case (1): X = {(a,s)} 

(I.I) s = x: = e 

f(6Dp, )(( { (a,x: = e) },8)) = >..o·{ <o{&i[e](o)/ x },p0 > } 

= 6Ds[x: = e](a)(8)(p o) 

= 6Dp,[({(a,x: = e)},8)] 

(I.2) s = P!m 

f(6Dp,)(({a,,B!m)},8)) = >..o·{ < ,8,m,po.po > } 

= 6Ds[.B!m](a)(8)(po) 

= 6Dp,[({a,P!m)},8)) 

( l.3) s = answer 



f(6Dp,)(({(a, answer)}, 8)) = ;\o·{ <a,g> }, 

where g = Nri·'Ap· 6Ds[8(m)](a)(8)(p ll 6Dp,(({(a,E)}, 8)) 

= Am·'Ap·6Ds[8(m)](a)(8)(p) 

Now Ao·{ <a,g>} = 6Ds[answer](a)(8)(p0) 

= 6Dp,[({(a, answer)}, 8)]. 

(I .4) s = s 1;s2: case analysis for s 1. We give two examples. 

(1.4. I) s 1 = x : = e. Let o'= o{f.[e](o)/ x }, then 

f(6Dp,)((a, x: = e; s 2)}, 8)) = Ao·{ <o', 6Dp,[({(a, s2)},8)] >} 

= Ao·{ <o',6Ds[s 2](a)(8)(po)>} 

( 1.4.2) s 1 = release(.8, t) 

= "Ds[x: = e ](a)(8)("Dsls2](a)(8)(po)) 

= 6Ds[x: = e;s2J(a)(8)(po) 

= "Dp,[({(a, x: = e ;s2)},8)] 

f(6Dp,)(({(a, release(.8,t);s 2)},8)) = [Definition 3.3(R2)] 

f(6Dp,(( { (a,s 2), (.8,t) },8)) 

= [ induction, Case (2) below] 

6Dp,[({(a,s2), (.8,t)},8)] 

= 6Dsb2](a)(8)(po) II 6D,[t](.8)(8)(po) 

= "D5 [release(.8,t)D{a)(8)(6Ds[s 2](a)(8)(p0)) 

= "i)5 [release(.8,t);s2](a)(8)(po) 

= "Dp,[({(a, release(.8,t);s 2)},8)] 

The other subcases of Case (l), s = s 1 + s 2 and s = release(.8,t), are easy. 

Case (2): IX I > I 
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Suppose we have two disjoint sets X 1 and X 2 in 01.fin(eLS) with ..., final(X 1) and ..., final(X2), and 
assume that 

and 

f("Dp,)((X2 ,8)) = 6Dp,[(X2,8)]. 

We show that from this induction hypothesis it follows that 

f(6Dp,)((X1 U X2,8)) = 6Dp,[(X1 U X2,8)]. 

From the definition of ""' (Definition 3.3) we have 

f(6Dp,)((X1 U X2,8)) = Ao·(V1 U V2 U W). 

Here 

Vi = { < o',6Dp,[(X'1 U X2,8)] >: < Xi.o> ~ <X1',o'>} 

U { </3, m, 6Dp,[({(a,s)},8)], 6Dp,[(X1' U X 2,6)] > : 



. - .- ='~ - -
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<Xi.o> ( a,f3!m)) <{(a,s)} UX1', a>} 

U { <a,g>: <Xi.a> ~ <{(a,s)} UX1',a>} 

with 

g = >.m·"Ap· (6D5 [8(m)](a)(8)(p l/ 6Dp,(({a,s)},8)]) II 6Dp,((X1'UX2,8)]). 

The set V 2 is like V 1 but with the roles of X 1 and X 2 interchanged. Finally, 

with 

W = ( <a,6Dp,[(({,8,u)} UX'1 UX/,8)]>: 

<X;,a> (a,/3!m)) <{(a,s)} UX;',a> and 

<X;,a> Jl.4 <{(,8,t)} UX/,a>, 

for i = l, j = 2 or i = 2, j = l }, 

u = 8(m); release(a,s); t. 

The steps in V 1 correspond to the transition steps that can be made from X 1 U X 2 stemming from 

X 1• Similarly for V 2• The set W contains those steps that correspond with a communication transition 

from X 1 U X 2 stemming, by an application of rule (R4) of Definition 3.3, from a send step from X; 

and an answer step from x1 (for i == 1, j = 2 or i = 2, j = I). Now the following holds: 

V 1 = I'(6Dp,)((X i.c5))(a) lL 6Dp,[(X2,8)] 

V 2 = f(6Dp,)((X 2,8))(a) lL 6Dp,[(X 1,8)] 

W = f(6Dp,)((X i.8))(a) J0 f(6DPr)((X 2.8))(0). 

We prove only the first equality, the other two cases being similar: 

V1 = { <a',6Dp,[(X1',8)] 1i<'Dp,[(X2,8)]>: <Xi.a> ~ <X1',a'>} 

U { </J, m, 6Dp,[( {(a,s) }, c5)], 6Dp,[(X 1 ',8)] l/ 6Dp,[(X 2,c5)] >: 

<Xi.a> (a,/J!m)) <{(a,s)} UX1',a>} 

U{<a,g'>: <X1>a> ~ <{(a,s)}UX1',a>} 

[with g' = An1·"Ap·(6D5 [8(m)](a)(8)(p ll6Dp,[({ (a,s) },8)]) 

II 6Dp,[(X 1 ',8)] II "Vp,[(X 2,8)]] 

= [according to the definition of IL(3. IO)] 

({ <a',6Dp,[(X 1',8)]>:<Xi.a> ~ <X1',a'>} 

U { <,8,m, GDp,[ {(a,s) },c5)],GDp,[(X 1 ',c5)] >: 

<Xi.a> (a,/J!m)) <{(a,s)} UX1',o>} 

U <a:,g">: <X"o> ~ <{(a,s)} UX1',a>}) IL 6Dpr[(X2,c5)] 

[with g" = 'Am·"Ap· 'll(8(m)](a)(8)(p i16Dpr[({(a:,s)},8)]) i16DprHX1',8)] J 

= r(6Dpr)((Xh8))(o) lL 6Dp,[(X2,c5)]. 

From these equalities we deduce: 

f(6Dp,)((X1 UX2,8)) = 'Aa·(V1 U V2 U W) 

= >.a·(f(6Dp,)((X1>8))(a) lL 6Dp,[(Xi.8)] U 



f (GDpr)((X 2,8))(11) [L 6Dpr[(X, ,8)] U 

f("D Pr)((X, ,8))(11) la f("Dpr)((X 2 ,8))(11)) 

= ( induction hypothesis] 

A11·(6Dpr((X, ,8))(11) lL 6Dpr[(X 2,8)] u 

6Dpr((X2,8))(11) [l_ "Dpr[(X i.8)] U 

6j) Pr((X, ,8))(11) la "Dpr((X 2,8))(11)) 

= [definition II (3. IO)] 

6J)Pr(X, ,8)] ll "Dpr[(X 2,8)] 

= "Dpr[(X 1U X2,8)]. 

This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.18. 

Since g and "!Yp,. are both fixed points of the same contraction r, they must be equal: 

Corollary 3.19: g=6j)Pr 
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From Corollaries 3.19 and 3.17, stating that ePr = abstr 0 g, the following theorem, which implies 
the correctness of "Dpr with respect to l9pr, is immediate. 

Theorem 3.20: <9 Pr = abstr 0 6D Pr 

4. The semantics of POOL 

Now we come to the semantic description of POOL, which is a syntactically simplified version of 
POOL2 that retains all the essential semantic features of the latter. We shall now introduce its 
abstract syntax and next compare POOL and POOL2 in some detail. We need the following sets of 
syntactic elements: 

(x E )IVar (instance variables) 

(u E)TVar (temporary variables) 

( C E )C Name (class names) 

(m E)MName (method names). 

We define the set (y E)SObj of standard objects by 

SObj = Z u {tt,.ff} u {nil}. 

(Z is the set of all integers.) 
We introduce the sets of POOL expressions (L£), statements (Ls) and programs (Unit). 

Definition 4.1 (LE, Ls, Unit) 
We define the set (e E)L 1:: of expressions: 

e :: = x 
u 
e ! m (e ,, ... , en) 
m (e" ... ,en) 
new (C) 
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e1=e2 
s : e 
self 
y 

The set (s e )Ls of statements: 

s .. - x-e 
u-e 
answer V 
e 
SI ; S2 

(V <;;, MName. V=rf: 0 ) 

if e then s 1 else s2 fi 
while e do s od 

The set ( U E) Unit of units: 

u :: = < c, ~d., . . . , en ~dn > 

The set (d e )ClassDef of class definitions: 

(n ;;;;;. 1). 

d : : = < ( m I ~ µ.., ... , mn ~ µ.n ) , S > 

and finally the set (jJ. E)MethDef of method definitions: 

µ. :: = < ( 11 1, ••• , u"), e >, with n;;;;.O. 

Let us briefly explain the intended meaning of these syntactic constructs. An expression of the form 

x or u delivers the value (a reference to an object) that is currently stored in the variable of that 

name. The send expression e ! m(e 1, •• • , en) is evaluated by first evaluating the expressions 

e,e i. ... , e,. in that order and then sending a (synchronous) message to the object resulting from 

expression e, mentioning method m and carrying as parameters the values resulting from e It •.. , e,.. 

When the method is executed by the receiver of the message and it returns a result, this result will be 
the value of the whole send expression. The call expression m (e., ... , e,.) is evaluated by executing 

method m without sending a message. l11e expression new{C) indicates the creation of a new object 
of class C, the body of which will execute in parallel with the other objects from now on. The value of 

this expression is a reference to this newly created object. The expression e 1 =e2 checks whether the 

expressions e 1 and e 2 result in a reference to the same object (cf. the routine id in section 2). Evaluat

ing the expression s ; e is done by first executing statement s and then evaluating expression e. 

Finally the expression self results in the name of the object that evaluates this expression, and an 

expression that has the form of a standard object y represents this standard object itself. 

Next we come to the statements. An assignment statement x - e or u - e is executed by first 

evaluating expression e and storing the resulting value in the variables x or u, respectively. The answer 

statement answer V indicates that the object is willing to accept one message mentioning a method 
name contained in the set V. If no such message has yet been sent to this object, it waits until such a 

message arrives. Then the appropriate method is executed and the result of this method is sent back 

to the sender. If a statement consists simply of an expression e, then this statement is executed by 

evaluating expression e and discarding the result (among others, this is useful for sending a message if 

one is not interested in the result). The meaning of a sequential composition s 1 ; s 2 , a conditional 

if e then s 1 else s 2 fi, and a loop while e do s od is as usual. 
Next we see that a unit U associates several class names C; with class definitions d;. A class 

definition d associates several method names m; with method definitions P,; and it gives the body s to 

be executed by every instance of the class. A method definition µ. gives the names of the temporary 

variables that will contain the parameters for the method and an expression e that will be evaluated 

when the method is invoked. The result of this expression will be the result of the method. (Note that 
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quite compl_icated expressions are possible here, because an expression can have the forms ; e among 
others.) 

The execution of a unit U starts with the implicit creation of one instance of the last class Cn 
defined in this unit. This so-called root object may create others, which can run in parallel with it, and 
in this way a whole system can be set to work. 

It is clear that the abstract syntax given above is a considerably simplified version of the actual syn
tax of POOL2. In this way the formal semantic treatment is much easier to understand. Nevertheless, 
all the essential elements of POOL programs are present and therefore there is a quite straightforward 
translation from POOL2 to this abstract syntax. This translation comprises the following steps: 
- All the units of the POOL2 program are merged into one unit. Clashes between class identifiers can 

be removed by renaming the appropriate classes. 
- Generic class definitions are expanded so that there is a separate class definition for each set of 

class parameters that was used for the generic class in the original program. 
- Each routine definition is replaced by a corresponding method definition in every class that calls 

the routine. Now every call of such a routine can be replaced by a method call. Calls of the stan
dard routines new and id are replaced by expressions of the form new(C) and e 1_e 2 , respectively. 

- If there is only one global name, and this is not used in the rest of the program, this becomes the 
new root object. 

- All the typing information is discarded. This is of no consequence, since we can assume that the 
original POOL2 program was correct with respect to typing. 

For more complicated (and less frequently used) constructs in POOL2, such as asynchronous com
munication, routines treated as objects, and multiple globals, it is also possible to find an equivalent 
in our simplified language POOL above. More details on this can be found in America (1988b). 

4.1 An operational semantics for POOL 

In this section we give the definition of an operational semantics for POOL, which is a modified ver
sion of that given in America et al (l 986a). It is very similar to the operational semantics of the 
language e of the previous section, and is again based on a transition system. First, we introduce a 
number of syntactic and semantic concepts. 

Definition 4.2 (Objects) 
We assume a set A Obj of names for active objects together with a function 

T : AObJ~CNanze, 

which assigns to each object a EA Obj the class to which it belongs. Furthermore, we assume a func
tion 

v: <5'fi11 (AOhj ) X CName ~ AObj, 

such that v(X,C) ~X and T(v(X.C)) = C, for finite X ~AObj and C ECName. The function v gives for 
a finite set X of object names and a class name Ca new name of class C, not in X. (A possible exam
ple of such a set AObj and functions T and v could be obtained by setting: 

AObj = CName X N, 

T( < C,n >) = C, and 

v(X,C) = < C, max{n: < C,n >EX}+ l > .) 

The set AObj and the set of standard objects SObj together form the set Obj of object names, with 
typical elements a and /3: 

Ohj = AObj U SObj 

------- - -- -- --------- -----------------------------------------------------
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= AObJUZU{tt,jf}U{nil}. 

Next, it is convenient to extend the sets LE of expressions and Ls of statements by adding some 
auxiliary syntactic constructs. 

Definition 4.3 (LE'• Ls·) 
Let (e E)LE' and (s E)Ls· be defined by 

e x 
u 
e ! m (e., ... ,e,,) 
m(e., ... ,e,,) 
new (C) 
e1=e2 
s : e 
self 
"Y 
a 
(e, <P) 

The set (s E)Ls· of statements: 

s x - e 
u-e 
answer V 
e 
S1 ; S2 

(V~MName, V=F0) 

if e then s 1 else s 2 fi 
while e do s od 
release( a, s) 
(e,I}) 

with a EAObj, y ESObj, <P ELP£, and o/ELps. Here the sets of parameterized expressions (<PE)LPE and 
parameterized statements (o/ E)Lps are given, taking e ELE' and s ELs·· by 

<P :: = >-..u·e 

o/ :: = AU"S, 

with the restriction that u does not occur at the left-hand side of an assignment in e or s. For 
a EObj, q, = >-..u·e, and l} = >t.u·s we shall use <P(a) and t/;(a) to denote the expression and the statement 
obtained by syntactically substituting a for all free occurrences of u in cp and if, respectively. The res
triction mentioned above ensures that the result of this substitution is again a well-formed expression 
or statement. 

Let us explain the new syntactic constructs. In addition to what we already had in LE, an expres
sion e ELE' can be an active object a or a pair (e, <P) of an expression e and a parameterized expres
sion q,. The latter will be executed as follows. First, the expression e is evaluated, then the result /3 is 
substituted in <P and <P(/3) is executed. As new statements we have release statements release(/3,s) and 
parameterized statements (e,o/). If the statement release(/3,s) is executed, the active object /3 will start 
executing the statements (in parallel to the objects that are already executing). The release statement 
plays a similar role as in section 3; it will be used in the description of the communication between 
two objects (see Definition 4.9(Rl l) below). The interpretation of (e,I}) is similar to that of (e,q,). 
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Definition 4.4 (Empty statement) 
The set Ls·. as given in the definition above, is extended with a special element E, denoting the empty 
statement. This extended set is again called Ls·· Note that we do not have elements like s;E or 
while e do E od in L s .. (There is, however, one exception: We do allow E in if e then s else E fi, 
which is needed in Definition 4.9 below.) 

Definition 4.5 (States) 
The set of states (o E )~ is defined by 

~ = (AObj--+ /Var--+ Obj) 

X (AObj --+ TVar --+ Obj) 

X r:P fin (A Obj). 

The three components of o are denoted by <oi. o2, o3 > . The first and second component of a 
state store the values of the instance variables and the temporary variables of each active object. The 
third component contains the object names currently in use. We need it in order to give unique names 
to newly created objects. 

We shall use the following variant notation. By o{/3/a, x} (with x EIVar) we shall denote the state 
o' that is as o but for the value of o 1'(a)(x), which is /3. Similarly, we denote by o{/31a, u} (with 
u ETVar) the state o' that is as o but for the value of o2 '(a)(u), which is {3. 

Definition 4.6 (Labelled statements) 
The set of labelled statements ((a, s) E)LStat is given by 

LStat = (AObj X Ls·) U {S1 } . 

A labelled statement (a, s) should be interpreted as a statements which is going to be executed by 
the active object a . The statement S, will be used to model the operational behavior of standard 
objects. 

Sometimes we also need labelled parameterized statements. Therefore, we extend LStat: 

LStat' = LStat U ( AObj X L ps). 

A pair (a,if;) indicates that the active object a will execute the statement if; as soon as it receives a 
value which it can supply to if; as an argument. 

We call a set of labelled statements final (notation final(X) ) if 

X c (A Obj X {E} ) US,. 

Before we can give the definition of a transition system for POOL, we first have to explain which 
configurations and transition labels we are going to use. 

Definition 4.7 (Configurations) 
The set of configurations (p E)Conf is given by 

Conf= r:Pfin(LStat) X ~. 

We also introduce: 

Conf = r:Pfin (LStat') X ~. 

Typical elements of Conf and Conf will also be indicated by < X,o > and < Y,o > . 

We shall consider only configurations < X,o > that are consistent in the following sense. For 
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X = {(ai. s 1), ••• ,(ak, sk)}, we call <X,o> consistent if the following conditions are satisfied: 

'Vi,J E{l , ... , k} [i=r!=J ~a;=r!=a1 J, and 

{ ai. ... , ad <:;o3. 

Whenever we introduce a configuration <X, o>, it will be tacitly assumed that it is consistent. 

A configuration <X, a>, consisting of a finite set X of labelled statements and a state a, 

represents a "snapshot" of the execution of a POOL program. It shows what objects are active and 

what statements they are executing. Furthermore, it contains a state o, in which the values of the vari

ables of the active objects as well as the set of object names currently in use are stored. 

Definition 4.8 (Transition labels) 
The set of transition labels (A E)A is given by 

A = {T} U {(a, /31!m(/32)): a,/31 EA0bj, /32 E0bj} U {(/3?V): /3 e AObj}. 

These labels will be used in the definition of the transition relation below and are to be interpreted 

as follows. The label T indicates a so-called computation step. Next, (a, /31 !m(/32)) indicates that object 

a sends a message to object /3 1 requesting the execution of the method m with parameter /32 • (We 

shall only consider send expressions with one parameter expression.) Finally, (j3?V) indicates that 

object /3 is willing to answer a message specifying one of the methods in V. 

Now we are ready to define a transition system for POOL (cf. Definition 3.3). 

Definition 4.9 (Transition relation for POOL) 
Let UEUnit be fixed. We define a labelled transition system <Con/, A,-+>, consisting of a set Conf 

of configurations, a set A of labels, and a transition relation 

--+ <::; Con/ XAX Conf. 

Triples <pi. A, p2 > E-+ will be called transitions and are denoted by 

P1~P2· 
The relation --+ is defined as the smallest relation satisfying the following properties: 

Axioms 

Rules 

(Al) <{(a, (x, If!))}, o> -4 <{(a, (o1(a)(x), If!))}, o> 

(A2) < {(a, (u, If!))}, o> -4 <{(a, (a2(a)(u), If!))}, o> 

(A3) <{(a, (/31 !m(/32), If!)}, o> (a, /3i!m(/3,)» <{(a, If!)}, o> 

(A4) < {(a, (new (C), If!))}, o> 4 <{(a, (/3, If!)), (/3, sc)}, o'>, where: 

C~< ... , sc> E U, /3 = 11(03,C), o' = <oi. 02, 03 U {/3} > . 

(AS) < {(a,H- /3)},o> -4 < {(a,£)},o{/3/ a,z}>, forz E /Var U TVar. 

(A6) < {(a, answer V)}, o> (a?V)) <{(a,£)},o> 

(A7) <{(a, while e dos od )},a> -4 
<{(a, if e then (s ; while e dos od) else E fi )},o> 

(Rl) If <{(a, (e,;\u·z-u))},o> ~ p, 



then < {(a, z-e)},a> ~p, forze/Var U TVar, and u+z. 

(R2) If <{(a, s)},a> --4 < {(a, s')} U X,a' > , 

(R3) 

(R4) 

(R5) 

(R6) 

(R7) 

(R8) 

then < {(a, s ;t)},a> -4 < {(a, s';t)} U X,a' > 

(read t instead of s' ;t if s ' = E). 

If < {(a, s)},a> --4<{(a,1/J)} U X,a' > , 

then < {(a, s ;t)},a> ~ <{(a, Xu·(1/l(u);t))} U X,a' >. 

Here u should not occur in 1" and t (we call u fresh). 

If <{(a, s;)} ,a> --4 p, then <{(a, if /J then s 1 else s2 ft )},a> -4 p, 

{

S 1 if /3 =tt 
where s; = s i if P= ff. 

If < {(a, t),(,8,s )},a> -4 p, then < {(a, release (,8,s);t)},a > --4 p 

(read release(,8,s) instead of release(,8,s );t if t = E). 

If <{(a, (e),u·if u then s 1 else s 2fi ))},a> --4 p, 

then <{(a, if e then s 1 else s 2 6 )},a> ~ p with u fresh. 

(Here s 2 is allowed to be E.) 
A If < {(a, ((e.,Au["(e 2,Au2·u 1!m(u2))},1/J))},a> -.!.7 p, 

then <{(a, (e 1 ! m(e 2), i/J))} , a>~ p, with u 1 and u2 fresh and u 1+u 2 • 

If < {{a, s ;(e,i/J))},a> -4 p, then < {(a, (s;e,i/J))},a > -4p. 

If < {(a, (e,Au ·('/>(u), i/J)))},o > --4 p, then < {(a, ({e,q,),i/J))} ,a > --4 p, 

with u fresh . 

(R9) If <{ (a, i/J(/3))},a> -4 p, then < {(a, (,8,1/J))},a> ~ p, for fJ e Obj. 

If < {(a, i¥(a)) },o> -4 p, then <{(a, (self,i/J))},a > -4 p. 

(RIO) If < X,a> --4 <X',o'> , then <XU Y,o> --4 < X' U Y,o' > . 

(Rll) If < X,a> (a, P1 !m(/Ji))) < {(a, i/J) } U X' ,a> and 

< Y,a> Pi?V) < {(,81,s )}U Y',a>, and if m e V 

then < X U Y,a > 4 
< { (,81,(em,Au ·(um - 02{/31)(um); release( a, 1/l(u));s ))) } U X' U Y',o' > , 

where 

C~ < . . . , m~µ • .. . > EU 

µ = < (um), em > 

a' = a( /32 I /31, Um }. 

Transitions for standard objects. The following transitions are possible from S,: 

< {S,} , a > - n?{add, sub}~< { S,}, a> 

- . . --.-.. .....__ 
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<{S,}, o> - b?{and, or, not}~<{S,}, o> 

for every n e Z and b E { tt, ff}. (This list can be extended with trans1uons for other operations.) 

Communication with a standard object is now modelled by the following transitions: 

If <{(a,s)}, o> ~) <{(a,o/)}, o> 

then <{(a,s), S,}, o> ~<{(a, o/(n +m)), S,}, o>. 

If <{(a,s)}, o> (a, bi!and(b 2 )» <{(a,o/)}, o> 

then <{(a,s), S,}, o> ~ <{(a,o/(b 1 A b2 )), S,), o>, 

and by similar transitions for the other operations. (End of definition.) 

Note that we have omitted the axioms and rules for some syntactic constructs (e.g., the method 

call). Moreover, we have made some simplifications; for example, we assume that a send expression 

contains only one parameter expression. However, we have omitted only what is either straightfor

ward or similar to a clause that we have included in the definition above. 
The general scheme for the evaluation of an expression closely resembles the approach taken in 

America and De Bakker ( 1988). Expressions always occur in the context of a (possibly parameterized) 

statement (for example, x-e). A statement containing e as a subexpression is transformed into a 

pair (e,o/) of the expression e and a parameterized statement if by application of one of the rules. (In 

our example, x-e becomes (e, >..u·x-u) by an application of (Rl).) Then e is evaluated, using the 

axioms and rules, and results in some value f3'e0bj. (In our example, (x, >..u·x-u) will eventually 

yield (j3', >..u ·x-u), for some /3' e Obj.) Next, an application of (R9) will put the resulting object /3' 
back into the original context ip (yielding x-P' in our example). Finally, the statement ip(j3') is further 

evaluated by using the axioms and the rules. (The evaluation of x-f3' results, by using (A6), in a 

transformation of the state.) 
Let us briefly explain some of the axioms and rules above. In (A4) a new object is created. Its 

name /3 is obtained by applying the function v to the set o3 of the active object names currently in use 

and the class name C, and is delivered as the result of the evaluation of new(C). The body sc of class 

C, defined in the unit U, is going to be evaluated by {3. Note that the state o is changed by extending 

o3 with /J. 
In (R8), the evaluation of an expression pair (e, q,), where cp is a parameterized expression, in the 

context of a parameterized statement ip is reduced to the evaluation of the expression e in the context 

of the adapted parameterized statement >..u·(q,(u),o/). 
(Rl 1) describes the communication rendezvous of POOL. If object a is sending a message to object 

{31, requesting the execution of method m and if object {J 1 is willing to answer such a message, then 

the following happens. Object {3 1 starts executing the expression em, which corresponds to the 

definition of method m in U, while its state o2(j3 1) is changed by setting Um, the formal parameter 

belonging to m, to /32, the parameter sent by object a to /31• After the execution of em, object /3 1 con

tinues by executing Um-o2(/Ji)(unr), which restores the old value of Um, followed by the statement 

release(a,o/(u));s. The execution of release(a,ip(u)) will reactivate object a, which starts executing o/(u), 

the statement obtained by substituting the result u of the execution of em into 'if. Note that during the 

execution of em object a is non-active, as can be seen from the fact that a does not occur as the name 

of any labelled statement in the configuration resulting from this transition. Finally, object /3 1 

proceeds with the execution of the statements which is the remainder of its body. 

Now we are ready for the definition of the operational semantics of POOL. It will use the following 

semantic universe. 

Definition 4.10 (Semantic universe P) 
Let (w e)~a = ~· u ~"' u ~· ·{a}, the set of streams, with~ as in Definition 4.5. We define 

(p,q e )P = ~~'5'(~a'), 
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where GJ(~f ) is the set of all subsets of ~a , and the symbol a denotes deadlock. (The universe P is 
the same as that given in Definition 3.4 but for the use of a different set of states.) 

Next, we introduce the operational semantics for POOL (cf. Definition 3.5). 

Definition 4.11 (Operational semantics for POOL) 
Let, for a U E Unit, the function 

19u: Gjfin(LStat)-4P 

be given as follows. Let X EGJfin(LStat) and o E~. We put for a word w E~a: 

w E!9u[XJ(o) 

if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(l) w = o0 · ··on (n ;;a. O) and there exist X 0 , ..• ,Xn such that < X 0,o0 >=<X,o> and 

< X,o> ~ < X1>01 > ~ · · · ~ <Xmon > and ftnal(Xn) 

(2) w = o0o1 • • • and there exist X 0 ,X 1' . . . such that <X0 ,o0 >= < X,o > and 

< X 0 ,o0 > ~ < X1>0 1 > ~ < X2,02> ~ · · · 

(3) w = o0 • • • on·o (n ;;a. O) and there exist X 0 , ••• , Xn such that < X 0 ,o0 > = < X,o > and 

< X,o > ~ < X1>01 > ~ · · · ~ <Xmon > 

and -,ftnal(Xn) and -,< Xmon > ~ 

Finally, we can give the operational semantics of a unit. 

Definition 4.12 (Operational semantics of a unit) 
Let [ . . . Je: Unit-P be given, for a unit U = < ... ' en~< . .. Sn>> , by 

[ U]o = l9u[ { (11( 0 , en),sn), S,} ]. 

The execution of the unit U consists of the creation of an object of class en and the execution of its 
body in parallel with the statement S,, which represents the activity of the standard objects. The name 
of the new object is given by 11( 0 , e,,). 

4.2 A denotational semantics for POOL 

We start with the definition of the universe for the denotational semantics, which we shall again call P 
and which will be again a solution of a reflexive domain equation. 

Definition ~13 (Semantic process domain P) 
Let (p,q E)P be a complete ultra-metric space satisfying the following reflexive domain equation: 

P - {p o} U id y, (~-qpcompuc1(Stepp)), 

where ('TT,p E)Stepp is 

Stepp = eompp U Sendp U Answerp, 

with 

eomp-p = ~ X P, 
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Send-p = Obj X MName X Obj X (ObJ-P) X P, 

Answerjj = ObjX MNameX (ObJ-(ObJ-P)-'P). 

The interpretation of the domain P is almost the same as that of the domain P defined in the previ

ous section (Definition 3.9). There are some differences, however, which concern the definition of the 

set of send and answer steps. 
To begin with, the set SLabel of statement labels has been replaced by the set Obj of object 

names. Since we have value passing in the communication rendezvous of POOL, a send step consists 

of an additional component (the third in the definition above), which is used for the parameter that is 

specified in the send message._ The dependent resumption of a send step (the fourth component) is 

now a function from Obj to P, because it depends on the result of the execution of the requested 

method, which is returned to the sender after this execution is finished. 
An answer step <a, m, g > now expresses that object a is willing to answer any message that 

specifies method m. The type of the resumption g of this answer step is somewhat different from that 

in Definition 3.9: It takes as arguments first, the parameter that is specified in the message and 

second, the dependent resumption of the sender (which here is a function). 

Because of these differences, the definition of the operator for parallel composition is a slight vari

ant of that given in Definition 3. JO. 

Definiti~n '!:14 _(Parallel composition) 
Let II : P X P-P be such that it satisfies the following equation: 

p ll q = Ao· ((p(a) llq) U (q(a)lL.p ) U (p(a) l 0 q(a))), 

for allp,q EP \ {p 0 }, and such thatp 0 11q = q ilp 0 = p 0 • Here, Xllq and X l 0 Yare defined by: 

X ILq = {'1Tllq : '1T EX}. 

XI a Y = U {'11' 1 aP: '1T E X, p E Y}, 

where '1Tll q is given by 

< a',p'> ll q < a',p' ll q>, 

< a,m,{3.f,p > li q = < a,m,{3.f,p ll q >, and 

< a,m,g > llq = < a,m, A{HJi ·(g(fJ)(h) ll q)>, 

and '1TlaP by 

- { {< a, g(fl)(f) llp > } if '11' =_ < a,m,fJJ,p > and p=_ <a,m,g > 
'1TlaP - or p - < a,m,fJ.f,p > and '1T ·· < a,m,g > 

0 otherwise. 

Now we come to the definition of the semantics of expressions and statements. We specify a pair of 

functions <6De,"Ds > of the following type: 

6D£ : LE-AObJ- Cont£ - ' P, 
6Ds: Ls-AObJ- Conts -' P 

where Conte = ObJ-P and Conts = P. The semantic value of an expression e ELe, for an object a 

and an expression continuation f E Cont£, is given by 

6De[e ](a)(f). 
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The evaluation of an expression e always results in a value (an element of Obj) upon which the con
tinuation of such an expression generally depends. The function f, when applied to the result /3 of e, 
will yield a process j(/3) EP that is to be executed after the evaluation of e. 

Definition 4.15 (Semantics of expressions and statements) 
Let 

QE = LE-:,AObj-:,ContE_,, I P 
Qs = L8 -:,AObj-:,Cont5 -:,

1 P. 
For every unit U E Unit we define a pair of functions 6Du = <6fJE, 6fJ5 > by 

6Du = Fixed Point ('I' u), 

where 

'l'u : (QE XQs ) _,, (QE X Qs) 

is defined by inductiq_n on !_he s}ructure of L E and 0 by the following £Iauses. For F = < FE, Fs > 
we denote 'l.r u(F) by F = < F£, F5 > . Letp EConts = P,fEContE = Obj-:,P and a EAObj. Then: 

Expressions 

(El, instance variable) 

F £(x)(a)(f) = 'ACJ· { < CJ,j(CJ1(a)(x)) > }. 

The value of the instance variable x is searched in the first component of the state CJ supplied with the 
name a of the object that is evaluating the expression. The continuation f is then applied to the 
resulting value. 

(E2, temporary variable) 

F e(u)(a )(f) = 'ACJ·{ < CJ,j(CJ2(a)(u)) > } 

(E3, send expression) 
A A A 

FE(e 1 !m(e2))(a)(f) = FE(e 1)(a)('A,81 ·F£(e2)(a)('A,82·'ACJ·{ < ,81 ,m,,82,f.Po > })). 

The expressions e 1 and e2 are evaluated successively. Their results correspond to the formal parame
ters /3 1 and /32 of their respective continuations. Finally, a send step is performed. The object name /3 1 
refers to the object to which the message is sent; ,82 represents the parameter for the execution of 
method m. Besides these values and the method name m, the final step < .Bi.m, f32,f,p 0 > also con
tains the expression continuation f of the send expression as the dependent resumption. If the attempt 
at communication succeeds, this continuation will be supplie<;i with the result of the method execution. 
The independent resumption of this send step is initialized to p 0 • 

(E4, new-expression) 

FE( new (C ))(a)(f) = 'ACJ·{ <a',f(f3) 11 Fs(sc)(/3)(p 0 )> }, 

where 

CJ1 = < CJi.02,CJ3 U {,8} > , C~< .. . ,sc> E U. 

A new object of class C is created. It is called 11(03. C): the function 11 applied to the set of all object 
names currently in use and the class name C yields a name that is not yet being used. The state CJ is 
changed by expanding the set CJ3 with the new name /3. The process F5 (sc)(/3)(p 0) is the meaning of 
the body of the new object ,8 with p 0 as a nil continuation. It is composed in parallel with /(/3), the 

- _ , ;;: _;:; ; -
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process resulting from the application of the continuation f to /3, the result of the evaluation of this 
new-expression. We are able to perform this parallel composition because we know from f what 

should happen after the evaluation of this new-expression, so here the use of continuations is essen

tial. 
(E5, sequential composition) 

A A A 

FE(s :e)(a)(/) = Fs(s)(a)(h(e)(a)(/)). 

The continuation of sis the execution of e followed by f Note that a semantic operator for sequential 

composition is absent: the use of continuations has made it superfluous. 
(E6, self) 

FE( self)(a)(j) = /(a). 

The continuation of J is supplied with the ~·alue of the expression self, that is, the name of the object 
executing this expression. We use /(a) instead of "A/3·{ <a,f(a)>} in this definition because we wish to 
express that the value of self is immediately present: it does not take a step to evaluate it. 

(E7, objects) 

FE<fl)(a)(j) = j(ft), for {3 E0bj. 

(E8, parameterized expression) 
A A A 

FE((e, cp))(a)(j) = FE(e)(a)(A/3· F E(cp(ft))(a)(j)) 

The expression e is evaluated and the result will be passed through to the continuation, which consists 
of the meaning of the parameterized expression cp. 

Statements 

(SI, assignment to an instance variable) 
A A 

F5(x~e)(a)(p) = FE(e)(a)("A{3·"Aa·{ <a',p> }), 

where a' = a{{3! a,x}. The expression e is evaluated and the result f3 is assigned to x. 

(S2, assignment to a temporary variable) 
A A 

F5(u~e)(a)(p) = FE(e)(a)("A{3·"Aa·{ <a',p > }), 

where a' = a{Pl a,u}. 
(S3, answer statement) 

Fs( answer V)(a)(p) = "Aa·{ <a,m,gm>: m E V}, 

where 

with 

o' = a{f3! a,um}, 

o' = o{ 02(a)(um)I a, Um}, 

m~<(um), em > E U. 

The function gm represents the execution of method m followed by its continuation. This function gm 

expects a parameter f3 and an expression continuation f, both to be received from an object sending a 

message specifying method m. The execution of method m consists of the evaluation of the expression 
em, which is used in the definition of m, preceded by a state transformation in which the temporary 

variable um is initialized at the value {3. After the execution of e, this temporary variable is set back to 



its old value. Next, both the continuation of the sending object, supplied with the result /3' of the exe
cution of the method m, and the given continuation p are to be executed in parallel. This explains the 
last resumption: /(j3') 11p. 

(S4, sequential composition) 
A A A 

Fs(s 1 ;s2)(a)(p) = Fs(s1)(a)(Fs(s2)(a)(p)). 

(SS, conditional) 
A 

Fs( if e then s 1 else s 2 fi )(a)(p) = 

FE(e)(a)(>..{1- if /3 =tt 

then F5(s 1)(a)(p) 

else F5 (s 2)(a)(p) 

fi ). 

(S6, loop statement) 
A 

Fs( while e dos od )(a )(p) = 

Ao·{ < o, FE(e)(a.)(AP ·if P = tt 

then F5 (s)(aXFs( while e dos od )(a)(p)) 

else p 

fi ) > } . 

(S7, parameterized statement) 
A A A 

Fs((e,l/J))(a)(p ) = FE(e)(a)(AP· Fs(l/J(/3))(a)(p)) 

(End of definition 4.15 .) 

(In the above definition, we have applied simplifications similar to those in the definition of the 
operational semantics for POOL; see the comment following Definition 4.8.) 

It is not difficult to prove that it u is a contraction and hence has a unique fixed point 6Du. In fact, 
we have defined it u such that it satisfies this property. Note that the original functions FE and Fs 
have been used in only three places: in the definition of the semantics of a new-expression, of an 
answer statement, and of a loop statement. Here the syntactic complexity of the defining part is not 
necessarily less than that of what is being defined. At those places, we have ensured that the 
definition is "guarded" by some step Ao·{ <o', ... > }. It is easily verified that in this way the con-
tractiveness of it u is indeed implied. · 

Before we can define the denotational semantics of a unit we first have to give a denotational 
interpretation of standard objects. We introduce a standard process p5,, which represents the activity 
of the standard objects. In order to let this standard process Psi fit into our semantic domain, we are 
forced to use closed subset~ of steps rather than ~mpact ones. Let us indicate the process domain 
given in Definition 4.13 by P"0 • We introduce here Pd, which satisfies: 

Pd -{p o} U id1;, ("2:._,, C?JdrueJCStepp)). 

We have, via an obvious e!!_lbedding, that P"0 <;,Pc1. 
Next we introduce Psi EPc1 , which represents the meaning of all standard objects. It satisfies the fol

lowing equation: 

Psi = Ao· ({ < n, add, g;; > : n EZ} U 

{< n,sub, g~ >: n EZ} U 

{< b, and, gt> : h E{tt,.ff}} U 

{< b, or, gt > : h E{tt,.ff}} U 

{ < b, not, g'b > : b E {It, ff}}), 

_:--;;;: ~ ·~ 
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where 

· ~. : "~ ::_. 

g;i = "APEObJ-°hf EObj--+P· (if P EZ then/(n + P) llPsi else psi fi), 

g~· = °h/3 E0bj-AJE0bj--+P· (if /3 EZ then/(n - /3)11psi else Psi fi), 

gt = "AP EObfAJEObj--+P· (if P E{tt,.lf} then/(b AP)llpsi else Ps1 fi) 

g't = "A./3 E0b)"AJE0bj--+P· (if /3 E{tt,.lf} then/(b v f3) 11psi elseps1 fi) 

gb' = °h/3 E0bj·AJE0bj--+P· /(-,b) llpsi· 

This definition is self-referential since Psi occurs at the right-hand siEe of the definition. Formally, 

Psi can be given as the fixed point of a suitably defined contraction on Pc1. 

We observe that Psi is an infi~tely branching process, which is an element of Pc1 but not of Pco

This explains the introduction of Pc1. 
The operational intuition behind the definition of Psi is the following. For every n EZ the set ps1(a) 

contains, among others, two elements, namely <n, add,g; > and < n, sub,g; > . These steps indi
cate that the integer object n is willing to execute its methods add and s ub. If, for example by 
evaluating n !add(n '), a certain active object sends a request to integer object n to execute method add 
with parameter n', then g;i, supplied with 11' and the continuation f of the active object. is executed. 
We have that g~'" (n')(j) is, by definition, the parallel composition off supplied with the immediate 
result of the execution of method add, namely n + n', and the process ps1 , which remains unaltered: 

g~'" (n')(j) =f(n + n') llpsi · (A similar explanation applies to the presence in Psi(a) of the triples 
representing the booleans.) 

The standard objects are assumed to be present at the execution of every unit U. Therefore, the 
definition of the denotational semantics is given as follows. 

Definition 4.16 (Denotation~ semantics of a unit) 
We define [ · · · ] ,i' : Unit--+P. For a unit UEUnit, with U = < . .. , Cn~ < ... ,sn >>, we set 

The execution of a unit always starts with the creation of an object of class Cn and the execution of 
its body. Therefore, the meaning of a unit U is given by the parallel composition of the denotational 
meaning of the body of this first object together with the standard process Psi· 

4.3 Semantic correctness of [ · · · h 

Analogously to section 3.3, we can establish a similar correctness result for the denotational semantics 
of POOL with respect to the operational model. In other. words, we can again define a suitable 
abstraction operator abstr and prove that 

[ U]e = abstr([ U],.D), 

for every U E Unit. We refer the reader to Rutten (1988), where this is proved in full. 
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Appendix: Mathematical definitions 

Definition A.1 (Metric space) 
A metric space is a pair (M,d) with a non-empty set Mand a mapping d:M XM~[O, I) (a metric or 

distance) that satisfies the following properties: 
(a) 'Vx,y EM[d(x.y) = O - x = y) 
(b) 'Vx,y EM (d(x,y) = d(r ,x)] 
(c) 'Vx.y,z EM[d(x,y).;;;;d(x,z) + d(z,y)]. 
We call (M,d) an ultra-metric space if the following stronger version of property (c) is satisfied: 
(c') 'Vx,y,z EM [d(x,y) .;;;; max{d(x,z),d(z,y)}]. 
Note that we consider only metric spaces with bounded diameters: the distance between two points 
never exceeds I. 

ExAMPLES A. I. I 
(a) Let A be an arbitrary set. The discrete metric d,4 on A is defined as follows. Let x,y EA, then 

{
o if x = r 

dA(x,y) = I ifx,fy. 

(b) Let A be an alphabet, and let A 00 = A· UA"' denote the set of all finite and infinite words over A. 

Let, for x EA 00
, x[n] denote the prefix of x of length n, in case length(x);;;.n, and x otherwise. 

We put 

d(x ,y) = 2 - sup (n : x [n J=y [n I), 

with the convention that 2 ·- 00 = 0. Then (A 00
, d) is a metric space. 

Definition A.2 
Let (M,d) be a metric space, let (x;); be a sequence in M. 
(a) We say that (x;); is a Cauchy sequence whenever we have 

'Vt: > O 3N EN 'Vn,m > N (d(xn,Xm)<t:]. 
(b) Let x EM. We say that (x;); converges to x and call x the limit of (x;); whenever we have 
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\f£> 0 3N EN \fn > N [d(x,xn) < £). 
Such a sequence we call convergent. Notation: lim;__. 00 x; =x. 

(c) The metric space (M,d) is called complete whenever each Cauchy sequence converges to an ele
ment of M. 

Definition A.3 
Let (M "d i),(M 2,d 2) be metric spaces. 
(a) We say that (M 1> d 1) and (M2,d2) are isometric if there exists a bijectionf:M1-M2 such that 

't/x,y EM 1 [d2(f(x),f(Y)) = d 1 (x,y)). We then write M 1-::::.M2 • When/ is not a bijection (but only 
an injection), we call it an isometric embedding. 

(b) Let f:M 1-M 2 be a function. We call f continuous whenever for each sequence (x;); with limit x 
in M 1 we have that lim;__.,.J(x;)= f(x) . 

(c) Let A ;;;.O. With M 1-AM2 we denote the set of functions/from M 1 to M 2 that satisfy the fol
lowing property: 
't/x,y EM 1 [d2(f (x),f (y)) .;;;;A ·d1(x,y)]. 
Functions/in M 1- 1M 2 we call non-expansive, functions/in M 1-'M2 with 0.;;;;£<1 we call 
contracting. (For every A ;;..o and / EM 1- A M 2 we have: f is continuous.) 

Proposition A.4 (Banach's fixed-point theorem) 
Let (M,d) be a complete metric space and f :M-7M a contracting function. Then there exists an x EM 
such that the following holds: 
(1) f (x) = x (x is a fixed point of j), 
(2) 'Vy EM [f (Y) =y ~ y = x) (x is unique), 
(3) 'Vx o EM [limn__.00J<n>(xo) = x1 whereJ<0>(xo) = xo andf(n +t>(xo) = j(f<n>(xo)). 

Definition A.5 (Closed and compact subsets) 
A subset X of a complete metric space (M,d) is called closed whenever each Cauchy sequence in X has 
a limit in X and is called compact whenever each sequence in X has a subsequence that converges to 
an element of X. 

Definition A.6 
Let (M,d),(Mi.d 1), • • • ,(Mn,dn) be metric spaces. 
(a) With M 1-M 2 we denote the set of all continuous functions from M 1 to M 2. We define a 

metric dF on M 1- M 2 as follows. For every f 1,f2 EM 1-M 2 

dF(fi.fi )= supx.:M, {d2(f1(x ),fi(x))}. 

For A ;;;. Q the set M 1- A M 2 is a subset of M 1-M 2 , and a metric on M 1-A M 2 can be obtained 
by taking_Q_te restriction of the corresponding dF. 

(b) With M 1 U · · · U M n we denote the disjoint union o( M J..:....; • , M.!J.1. which can be defined as 
{ I} X M ~ · · ·J:J {n} X Mn . We define a metric du on M 1 U · · · U Mn as follows. For every 
x ,y EM 1 U · ·· U M,, 

{

d1(x,y) if x,y EU}XM1, I.;;;;j.,;;;n 

du(x,y) = 1 otherwise. 

(c) We define a metric dp on M 1 X · · · X Mn by putting for every (x 1' ••• , xn), 

(r1>··· •Yn) EM1 X ··· X M,, 

dp((x" ... , x,,),(v 1, •• • ,yn)) = max;{d;(X;,y;)} . 

(d) Let fi'c1ostd(M) = {X: X c;;, M /\ X is closed} . We define a metric dH on ~doscd(M), called the Haus
dorff distance, as follows. For every X, Y E~,·lascd(M) with X , Y =:/= 0 
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du(X, Y) = max{ supx .;x{d(x, Y)}, sup,.e r{ d(y,X)} }, 

where d(x,Z) = definf=ez{d(x,z)} for every Zc;;,M, x EM. For x=1=0 we put 

dH(f?J ,X)=dH(X, 0)= I. 

The following spaces 

'5'"ompu"1(M) = {X: Xc;;,M /\ X is compact} 

6J""°""'""'(M) = (X: X c;;,. M /\ X is non-empty and compact} 

are supplied with a metric by taking the respective restrictions of dH· 

(e) Let c E(O, l]. We define: idc(M,d) = (M,c·d). 

Proposition A. 7 
Let (M,d), (M i.d 1), ••• , (Mn,dn), dF, du. dp and dH be as in definition A.6 and suppose that (M,d), 

(M i.d 1), ••• , (Mn,dn) are complete. We have that 
(a) (M1-::2M2,dF), (M1~AM2, dF), 
(b) (M1 U · · · UMmdu), 
(c) (M 1 X · · · XMn,dp), 
(d) (6Jc1cutt1(M),dH), (~,·ompal'l(M),dH) and (ifJ'n"ompact(M),dH) 
are complete metric spaces. If (M,d) and (M;,d;) are all ultra-metric spaces these composed spaces are 

again ultra-metric. (Strictly speaking, for the completeness of M 1 ~M2 and M 1 ~AM2 we do not need 

the completeness of M 1• The same holds for the ultra-metric property.) 

The proofs of proposition A.7 (a), (b) and (c) are straightforward. Part (d) is more involved. It can 

be proved with the help of the following characterization of the completeness of the Hausdorff metric. 

Proposition A.8 
Let (6Jdcued(M),dH) be as in definition A.6. Let (X;); be a Cauchy sequence in §>dosed(M). We have: 

lim;_. 00 X; = {lim;_.oc: x;jx; EX;, (x;); a Cauchy sequence in M}. 

The proof of proposition A.8 can be found in Dugundji (1966) and Engelking (1977). The complete

ness of the Hausdorff space containing compact sets is proved in Michael (195 I). 


